Gentle
Awakening
SUMMARY OF MAJOR LDS CHURCH CONCERNS

Version 1.2

Before we review the concerns, let us
review some important analogies…
Examples of Courage: Adam & Eve

 Imagine that you were living in a





false reality and somehow you
could not see or understand this.
For example: Imagine you were
living in the Garden of Eden.
In the garden, there is no sin or
death, but also no growth or
opportunity.
If you leave, you will experience
trial and tribulation, but also the
ability to learn and progress.
Would you leave or stay?
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Example 2: e Wizard of Oz
Notice the phrases:

 “If you were really great
and powerful, you’d
keep your promises.”

 “e great Oz has
spoken.”

 “Pay no attention to
that man behind the
curtain.”

Click to watch
a short clip

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ij4utsW1bnE

 “I’m a very good man.
I’m just a very bad
wizard.”
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Example 3: e Croods
 Dad says that curiosity would result in death.
 Dad’s one rule: “Never leave the cave.”
 Humility, curiosity, investigation, and intelligence end up saving the family.

Click to watch
a short clip

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4fVCKy69zUY
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Example 4: Tangled





“Mother knows best”
“It’s a scary world out there”
“Something will go wrong”
“Ruﬃans, thugs, poison ivy, quicksand,
cannibals and snakes, the plague…”
 “Mother will protect you”
 “Stay with mama”
 “ey’ll eat you up alive”

Click to watch
a short clip







“I love you”
“Don’t ever ask to leave this tower”
“You’ll regret it”
She is not really Rapunzel’s mother
She doesn’t really love her, she needs her
for her own gain
 e tower really isn’t a necessity, it isn’t her
one and only chance of survival

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mg--817Nqzo
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Example 5: e Truman Show
 “We accept the reality of the
world with which we are
presented.”
 “If his was more than just a
vague ambition, if he was
absolutely determined to
discover the truth, there’s no
way we could prevent him.”
 Truman: “Was nothing real?”
Christof: “You were real.”

 e creators of the illusion made
it very diﬃcult to leave and
nearly let him die for trying
 Would you leave the illusion or
stay within in its comforting
confines?

Click to watch
a short clip

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uHlQUvMi7uM
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Example 6: e Matrix
 Notice the “glitches”
 “is is your last chance. Aer
this, there is no turning back.”
 “Have you ever had a dream,
Neo, that you were so sure was
real? What if you were unable to
wake from that dream? How
would you know the diﬀerence
between the dream world and
the real world?”
 “e Matrix is everywhere. … It
is the world that has been pulled
over your eyes to blind you from
the truth.”
 Would you prefer the truth or
the dream?

Click to watch
a short clip

Click to watch
a short clip

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xNSjTlSmlHU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vX5vJRU6x7s
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Example 7: Miracle on

th
34

Street

“Which is worse: a lie that draws a smile, or a truth that draws a tear?”

“If you look for truth, you may find comfort in
the end; if you look for comfort you will not get
either comfort or truth—only so soap and
wishful thinking to begin, and in the end,
despair.” (C. S. Lewis)
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“e Rest of the Story”
“Half a truth is oen a great lie.”
(Benjamin Franklin)

Prosecution

Defense
We cannot make good informed
decisions when we only know half
the story…
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Four Essentials for Accepting Truth
 Humility
 Open mindedness
 Ability to admit past error
 Bravery
 Dare to learn
 Courage to face reality
 Integrity to embrace truth
 Flexibility to change erroneous belief
 Intelligence
 rough prayerful consideration, allowing the Spirit to enlighten the mind
with logic, reason, and intuition
 Using our divinely bestowed intelligence to receive further light and
knowledge to understand a complex problem
 Truth
 Access to factual, historically accurate information regarding the Church’s
history, origins, and doctrines
 Incentive to study true information and validate sources
Link: “Four Essentials for Accepting Truth”
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Gentle
Awakening
FOUNDATIONAL CONCERNS

“Modest doubt is called the beacon of the wise.”
(William Shakespeare)
“No persons are more frequently wrong,
than those who will not admit they are wrong.”
(François de La Rochefoucauld)
“In a time of universal deceit,
telling the truth is a revolutionary act.”
(George Orwell)
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Historical Credibility &
Foundational Issues
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Line of Authority
“Well, it’s either true or false. If it’s false, we’re engaged in a great fraud. If it’s true,
it’s the most important thing in the world. Now, that’s the whole picture. It is
either right or wrong, true or false, fraudulent or true. And that’s exactly where
we stand, with a conviction … that Moroni came; that the Book of Mormon was
translated from the plates.” (Gordon B. Hinckley)
1830

 If Joseph Smith was not a true
prophet, then we have no authority
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“Mormonism, as it is called, must stand or fall
on the story of Joseph Smith. He was either a
prophet of God, divinely called, properly
appointed and commissioned, or he was one
of the biggest frauds this world has ever seen.
ere is no middle ground.”
President Joseph Fielding Smith
(Doctrines of Salvation, p. 188)
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“If we have the truth,
it cannot be harmed by investigation.
If we have not the truth,
it ought to be harmed.”
President J. Reuben Clark
(J. Reuben Clark: e Church Years [1983], p. 24.)
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“Our history is especially critical, because in a
sense, we rise or fall with our history. … If
those early beginning stories that Joseph Smith
told us are true, then we are the only true
church as we contend. If they’re not true, then
we don’t have what we purport to have.”
Elder Marlin K. Jensen
(Mormon Times, 19 Nov 2009; Deseret News 19 Nov 2009)
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Summary of Serious
Book of Mormon Problems
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Historical anachronisms
Misconstructions of history
Archaeological problems
Linguistic problems
DNA problems
Source materials identified
Witnesses did not see plates with
“natural eyes”
8. Doctrinal problems such as racism,
emphasis on obedience to churches,
etc.
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Historical Anachronisms







e Book of Mormon and Book of Abraham
have both been found to be historically
anachronous, meaning they contain many
elements that do not belong in their places
and periods of history.

e animals, plants, and metals in the Book of Mormon
do not fit in its time and place in history, but they fit
perfectly if they came from the mind of an American or
European Colonist since Europeans were fully aware of
wheat, horses, and steel.
Missing are all the armadillos, buﬀalos, and llamas in the
Book of Mormon. e animals that are there shouldn't be,
and the animals that aren't there should have been.
Not only were the animals out of place, but also the
method of explaining them away linguistically is
inconsistent with the text. e explanation that “horse
meant tapir,” “wheat meant barley,” etc, is inconsistent with
how the text deals with other non-English words such as
cureloms, neas, sheum, or ziﬀ.
It is even more problematic if we consider that the
translation was claimed to have been done by the aid of an
omniscient, perfect, divine Being. Some find it
problematic that an all-knowing, all-powerful God would
make “the most correct book on the earth” fit the pattern
of human fraud. Why would the Almighty choose to make
the book contain the same sorts of errors that thousands
of other human frauds have been found to contain
throughout the ages?
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Historical Anachronisms

20

Historical Anachronisms
anachronism |əˈnakrəˌnizəm| (noun)
“a thing belonging or appropriate to a period other than
that in which it exists”



e Book of Mormon mentions many
animals, plants, and technologies that
are not substantiated by the
archaeological record between 3100 BC
to 400 AD in America
 donkey
 cattle
 horses
 oxen
 domesticated sheep
 swine
 goats
 elephants
 wheat
 barley
 silk
 steel
 swords
 scimitars
 chariots
 more...








Apologists (people who attempt to
defend the faith) try to account for these
anachronisms.
Historian Hampton Sides pointed out a
“tendency among Mormon theorists like
Sorenson to keep the discussion trained
on all sorts of extraneous subtopics…
while avoiding what is most obvious:
that Joseph Smith probably meant horse
when he wrote down the word horse.”
Joseph Smith grew up on a farm and
would not have confused this many
animals and plants.
Joseph Smith supposedly received the
Book of Mormon word-for-word from
the seer stone.
Furthermore, tapirs wouldn’t be very
good for pulling chariots!
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Book of Mormon “Tight” Translation
“By aid of the Seer Stone, sentences would appear and
were read by the Prophet and written by Martin, and
when finished he would say ‘written;’ and if correctly
written, the sentence would disappear and another
appear in its place; but if not written correctly it
remained until corrected, so that the translation was
just as it was engraven on the plates, precisely in the
language then used.”
Comprehensive History of the Church 1:129
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Anthon Transcript






e Nephite people are described as possessing a language and writing with roots in Hebrew
and Egyptian, and writing the original text of the Book of Mormon in this unknown
language, called Reformed Egyptian. A transcript of some of the characters of this language
has been preserved in the Anthon Transcript.
Archaeological evidence shows that the only people known to have developed written
languages in America were the Olmecs and Maya, whose written languages have no
resemblance to Hebrew or Egyptian hieroglyphs. Additionally, professional linguists and
Egyptologists do not consider the Anthon Transcript document to contain any legitimate
ancient writing, and there are no Middle Eastern roots to any Native American languages.
Klaus Baer, Egyptologist at the University of Chicago, called the characters of the transcript
nothing but “doodlings,” with no resemblance to Egyptian or Hebrew.
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Book of Mormon Archaeology

[none]

ere is a general consensus among non-Mormon archaeologists (and even some Mormon
archaeologists) that the archaeological record does not substantiate the Book of Mormon
account, and in some ways directly contradicts it.
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Book of Mormon DNA
(KYA = Thousand Years Ago)

Native American DNA was found to be of
Asiatic descent from around 10,000-15,000 years ago,
not of Hebrew descent from 3,000-5,000 years ago.
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e Book of Mormon, Joseph Smith, and Modern Prophets Have All Said
that the Native Americans Came from the Lamanites
Joseph Smith said: “He [the angel Moroni] told me of a
sacred record which was written on plates of gold, I saw in the
vision the place where they were deposited, he said the
Indians were the literal descendants of Abraham.”
(An American Prophet’s Record, e Diaries and Journals of
Joseph Smith, November 9, 1835, 51).



1981 Edition Introduction: “Aer thousands of years,
all were destroyed except the Lamanites, and they are
the principal ancestors of the American Indians.”

2013 Edition Introduction: “Aer thousands of years,
all were destroyed except the Lamanites, and they are
among the ancestors of the American Indians.”


Elder Jeﬀrey R. Holland: “Holy scripture records that ‘aer
the waters had receded from oﬀ the face of this land it
became a choice land above all other lands, a chosen land
of the Lord; wherefore the Lord would have that all men
should serve him who dwell upon the face thereof.’ (Ether
13:2.) Such a special place needed now to be kept apart
from other regions, free from the indiscriminate traveler as
well as the soldier of fortune. To guarantee such sanctity
the very surface of the earth was rent. In response to God’s
decree, the great continents separated and the ocean
rushed in to surround them. e promised place was set
apart. Without habitation it waited for the fulfillment of
God’s special purposes. With care and selectivity, the Lord
began almost at once to repeople the promised land. e
Jaredites came first, with stories of the great flood fresh in
their memories and the Lord’s solemn declaration ringing
in their ears: ‘Whoso should possess this land of promise,
from that time henceforth and forever, should serve him,
the true and only God, or they should be swept oﬀ when
the fullness of his wrath should come upon them.’ (Ether
2:8.)” (“A Promised Land,” Ensign, June 1976.)
“And behold, it is wisdom that this land should be kept as
yet from the knowledge of other nations; for behold, many
nations would overrun the land, that there would be no
place for an inheritance.” (2 Nephi 1:8)
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“Everything’s a Remix”

Nothing is created from a vacuum.
Everything we create is influenced by
that to which we have been exposed.
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King James Bible

Half of 2 Nephi
comes directly
from Isaiah in
the King James
Translation of
the Bible,
perpetuating its
errors. It does
not match the
original texts.
e slight
deviations
Joseph Smith
made have
turned out to be
incorrect,
introducing
new errors
(see examples
displayed to the
le).
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King James Bible

Half of 2 Nephi comes directly from Isaiah in the King James Translation of the Bible,
perpetuating its errors. It does not match the original texts. e slight deviations
Joseph Smith made have turned out to be incorrect, introducing new errors (see
example pictured above).
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Isaiah from the Brass Plates
 ere is ample evidence that the






Book of Isaiah was composed
during Babylonian exile, 585 B.C.,
and later.
e Book of Isaiah in its KJV
Bible form did not exist until
around 515 B.C.
Lehi and his family le around
600 B.C.
e Biblical form does not match
the original Isaiah texts.
Why, then, would the “brass
plates” contain Isaiah in the KJV
Biblical form, before the original
form was even written?
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King James Bible
80% of 3 Nephi
comes from the
King James
Translation of
the Bible,
perpetuating its
errors. It does
not match the
original texts.
e slight
deviations
Joseph Smith
made have
turned out to be
incorrect,
introducing
new errors.
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King James Bible
Hundreds of
quotations from Paul,
John, James, and more
exist nearly verbatim
in the Book of
Mormon, yet on two
completely diﬀerent
continents and
hundreds of years
apart.
e quotations also
perpetuate the King
James Translation
errors.
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Example: King Benjamin Quotes Paul
King Benjamin:
“I would that ye should be steadfast and immovable, always
abounding in good works.”
Paul:
“erefore, my beloved brethren, be ye stedfast
and unmoveable, always abounding in the work of the Lord.”
is is just one of hundreds of individual paraphrased or
verbatim Biblical passages scattered throughout the book,
and more than 25,000 words from the King James Bible
Translation in the Book of Mormon.
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Several Top Influencers of the Book
of Mormon

Iterative Source Separation (ISS)
Algorithmic Analysis

Speaking regarding the Book of Mormon,
Elder Jeﬀrey R. Holland asked, “[How could
anyone be] foolish enough or misled enough
to reject 531 pages of a heretofore unknown
text teeming with literary and Semitic
complexity without honestly attempting to
account for the origin of those pages[?]”
(“Safety for the Soul,” October 2009)
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Literary Influence
Chris Johnson, “Hidden in Plain Sight,” October 2013.

e Book of Mormon has been shown to be
a “remix” of many influences available to
Joseph Smith in the early 1800s.
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Apocrypha
 Nephi, Ammon,

Ammonites, Laban, and
many other familiar
characters
 Brass plates, the
treasury where the
plates are kept, and
abridgments being
made
 Faith-promoting nature
of many of the stories,
with a ring of truth to
them, even though they
are widely known to be
fictitious
 e Apocrypha was
commonly included in
the Bibles of Joseph
Smith’s time

THE
BOOK
OF

MORMON

THE
APOCRYPHA
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View of the Hebrews (1823)










Israelites arrived in the New World
Separated into warring factions
Barbarous and civilized groups
e more savage of which prevailed
aer annihilating their more civilized
brethren until all were le in a savage
state
Refers to “Altered Egyptian”
Lost book made of old parchment
Native American prophets
Isaiah
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View of the Hebrews (1823)

VIEW
OF THE

HEBREWS

THE
BOOK
OF

MORMON
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e Wonders of Nature (1826)
 Claims that Native Americans are of
Hebrew origin
 Ancient Native American traditions
 Calamities in the early Americas
 “Proofs that the Indians of North
America were lineally descended
from the ancient Hebrews.”
In the early 19th century, it was popular for
preachers to write books concerning the ancient
Native Americans, just as it is popular today for
people to write books concerning zombies and
vampires. Many of these books claimed that the
Native Americans believed in Christ and were of
Hebrew descent, which is now shown to be false by
DNA sequencing which clearly shows that Native
Americans are of Asiatic descent. ese early 19th
century books also speculated about many other
historically untrue elements that ended up
appearing in the Book of Mormon.
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e Wonders of Nature (1826)

THE
WONDERS

THE
BOOK

OF
NATURE

MORMON

OF
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A View of the American Indians (1828)










Quotes Ethan Smith’s View of the Hebrews but adds
additional information
Claims that the tribes of Manasseh and Ephraim arrived
in America
Describes a “lost book of God”
Quotes Ezekiel 37, which has now been found to have
nothing to do with scrolls or books, but is instead
referring to the unification of nations
Quotes generously from Isaiah, and speaks of “promises
which have not yet been fulfilled, a restoration in the
latter days. ey are called Ephraim…”
Describes “a land where no man dwelt” (p. 180; compare
to Ether 2:5) where the people had stone crosses and
therefore would have believed in Christ
Discusses the Urim and ummim: ". . . their knowledge
of the blazing stones of the urim and thummim . . . ,” “a
transparent stone of supposed great power” (p. 49, 80-81;
cf. Ether 3:1-4, 6:2-3)
“… ey had once a holy book,” Worsley concludes,
“which while they kept, things went well with them; they
lost it, and in consequence of the loss fell under the
displeasure of the Great Spirit; but they believe they shall
one day regain it - they are looking for and expecting
some one to come and teach them the right way.” (p. 182)
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e Late War (1816)










Devices of “curious workmanship” in relation to
boats and weapons.
A “stripling” soldier and “two thousand hardy
men, who were called volunteers, because they
fought freely for their country … were … men of
dauntless courage.“
Fortifications, “the people began to fortify
themselves and entrench the high Places round
about the city“
Objects made “partly of brass and partly of iron,
and were cunningly contrived with curious
works, like unto a clock ; and as it were a large
ball”
ree Native American Prophets
A mention of “elephants” in relation to ancient
America (an anachronism)
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e Late War (1816)
THE
BOOK
OF

MORMON
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WAR
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e Late War (1816)

e number of copies present
in libraries today is relatively large,
showing that many copies were indeed printed.
Most copies show considerable wear, suggesting
that they were used heavily over the years.
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Koran (1806)
 Non-Biblical Matches














the words which he shall speak
before god at the last day
comprehendeth all things
covenanted with abraham
the covenant which he hath made with
unto them there is no god
created the heavens and the earth and
the true believers
to drive them out of the land
things which are pleasing unto god
put it into the hearts of
by the hair of the head and
(hundreds more)
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Koran Parallels







“Joseph Smith was an uneducated boy, and yet
he produced the Book of Mormon in a few short
months. It is a complex portrayal of a
thousand-year history of an ancient people. He
cannot possibly have made it up. erefore, he
must have had divine aid, as he claims.”
First we must remember that the above claim
is untrue, as it took around 3 years total.
Strangely enough, the very same challenge is
made in the Koran, as "proof " that the Koran
is inspired, Sura 10:38-39:
"is Koran could not have been forged apart
from God; but it is a confirmation of what is
before it, and a distinguishing of the Book,
wherein is no doubt, from the Lord of all
Being. Or do they say, 'Why, he has forged it'?
Say: 'en produce a sura [scripture] like it,
and call on whom you can, apart from God, if
you speak truly.'"
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19th Century Notions in the
Book of Mormon


As for 19th century issues, the famous Ohio
preacher, Alexander Campbell described
the Book of Mormon as containing “every
error and almost every truth discussed in
New York for the last ten years.” He went on
to say that Joseph “decides all the great
controversies - infant baptism, ordination,
the trinity, regeneration, repentance,
justification, the fall of man, the atonement,
transubstantiation, fasting, penance, church
government, religious experience, the call to
the ministry, the general resurrection,
eternal punishment, who may baptize, and
even the question of free masonry,
republican government, and the rights of
man.”
 Alexander Campbell, Delusions: An Analysis
of the Book of Mormon (Boston, 1832), p. 13.

Link: Former Institute Director Grant Palmer Explains How
the Book of Mormon Came From Joseph Smith’s 19th Century Environment
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19th Century Controversial Issues in
the Book of Mormon
 Anti-Catholicism
 Great and abominable church

 1 Nephi 10-15
 “It is also to the Book of Mormon to
which we turn for the plainest
description of the Catholic Church
as the great and abominable
church.”
 Bruce R. McConkie, Mormon
Doctrine, p. 130 (1958).

 Infant Baptism (Mormon 8)
 Christian Positivism/Revivalism

 Which church is right?
 Anti-Masonry (Gadianton Robbers)
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Revival Conference &
King Benjamin’s Speech

REVIVAL
CONFERENCE
PROCEEDINGS

Reverend
Benjamin

June 1826, Palmyra, NY
 Methodist Preacher
 Speaker upon tower, with tents
pitched round about
 Feeble condition
 Powerful farewell discourse
 Expresses love for the people
 e people fall to the ground
and commit to Christ
 (Memoir of Rev. Benjamin G.
Paddock, 177-81; et al.)

Translated ca. late 1828, Palmyra, NY
 King Benjamin (Mosiah 2-5)
 Speaker upon tower, with tents
pitched round about (2:5-7)
 Feeble condition (2:30)
 Powerful farewell discourse
(2:28-29)
 Expresses love for the people
(2:12)
 e people fall to the ground
and commit to Christ (4:1)

THE
BOOK
OF

MORMON
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19th century art representing actual revival
meetings. Notice the customary falling to the
ground of worshippers moved by the sermons.
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Book of Mormon Wordiness
Peter Burnett (a defender of
Joseph Smith in Missouri)
observed of Joseph that, “In
conversation he was slow, and
used too many words to express
his ideas, and would not
generally go directly to a point.”
(See Mormon Parallels, p.1939.)
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Romans & Nephites











eir stories cover a similar stretch of ancient history
Both peoples are descended from a small party of
emigrants escaping the destruction of a royal city.
Both people's founding ancestors were led by deity to
a new land: Aeneas by Venus and Apollo; Lehi by
Jehovah.
Both people's founding ancestors came to their new
homeland by ship.
Both peoples took their name from one of a pair of
brothers from whom they descended.
Both peoples spread out eventually to occupy very
large territories.
At about the same time in their history, a two-century
period of peace reigned among them.
Both periods of peace began about the time of the
appearance of Jesus Christ in their land.
Both cultures knew coins, shipbuilding, agriculture
based on wheat, barley, cattle, goats, sheep and
"flocks."
Both waged war with similar weapons and armor
(steel swords, bow and arrow, spears, body armor,
chariots and horses).







If there is anything that this comparison proves, it is
the one tremendous diﬀerence between the two
stories, a diﬀerence which casts huge doubt upon the
accuracy of the Nephite story. And that diﬀerence can
be seen in museums and archaeological sites all over
Europe: e Romans le behind millions of artifacts,
from everyday coins, kitchen utensils and pots to
glorious art and architecture. eir historical record is
also confirmed by hundreds of independent
contemporary written records.
But the Nephites? Nothing even vaguely similar.
Nothing. No museum has any Nephite artifact. No art.
No architecture. No records (other than the Book of
Mormon) which are accepted as history by a single
non-Mormon historian.
Why not? One would think that the archaeological
and historical record of two great ancient peoples,
contemporaries, spanning a thousand years, would
leave similar signs of their existence behind. No one
doubts the existence of the Romans for that thousand
years, or the essential accuracy of their history.
Everyone but the Mormons themselves disbelieves the
story of the Nephites.
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Lehi’s Vision
 Joseph’s father recounted his
recurring dreams to his family
of being in a vast field
surrounded by darkness, a river,
a great and spacious building
with people scorning the saints
of God, and ending at a glorious
tree with fruit of “dazzling
whiteness” that made him so
“exceedingly happy” that he calls
for his family to come and
partake
 Nephi’s father has this same
vision
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“Everything’s a Remix”

Nothing is created from a vacuum.
Everything we create is influenced by
that to which we have been exposed.
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Jaredites and Tower of Babel
 e Book of Mormon asserts
the confounding of languages at
the Tower of Babel
 is has since been shown by
scholars to be untrue—
languages were derived over
thousands of years in many
diﬀerent geographic locations
and time periods—not from a
single event
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Book of Mormon Racism








“. . . wherefore, as they were white, and exceeding
fair and delightsome, that they might not be
enticing unto my people the Lord God did cause a
skin of blackness to come upon them.” (2 Nephi
5:21)
“And the skins of the Lamanites were dark,
according to the mark which was set upon their
fathers, which was a curse upon them because at
their transgression.” (Alma 3:6)
“…for this people shall be scattered, and shall
become a dark, a filthy, and a loathsome people,
beyond the description of that which ever hath been
amongst us.” (Mormon 5:15)
Many more…

Would Christ really command this?
Is black skin a curse from God due to
wickedness?
Would a loving Christ do this?
e idea that dark skin was a curse
from God was prevalent in Joseph
Smith’s 19th century environment.
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“I told the brethren that the Book of Mormon
was the most correct of any book on earth,
and the keystone of our religion...”
“Take away the Book of Mormon and the
revelations, and where is our religion?
We have none.”
Joseph Smith
(History of the Church 4:461; 2:52)
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Book of Mormon Translation
ACTUAL METHOD

CHURCH ART

Why all the work to secure the plates if
they weren’t even used in the
translation?
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Treasure Hunting









From about 14 years old, Smith regularly practiced
scrying, a form of divination in which a “seer” looked
into a seer stone to receive supernatural knowledge.
Early 1800s common to speculate regarding scrying
and the Biblical “Urim & ummim”
Smith claimed that “he could discern things invisible to
the natural eye.”
Used stones to see “hidden treasures” and “guardian
spirits.”
However, “No record that they ever found anything.”
Taken to court for fraudulence. "…was about the
country in the character of a glass-looker: pretending,
by means of a certain stone, or glass, which he put in a
hat, to be able to discover lost goods, hidden treasures,
mines of gold and silver, &c.... At length the public,...
had him arrested as a disorderly person, tried and
condemned before a court of Justice.”






Evangelical Magazine and Gospel Advocate, April 9, 1831, p. 120.

“Joseph wept and acknowledged he could not see in a
stone now, nor never could; and that his former
pretensions in that respect, were all false. He then
promised to give up his old habits of digging for money
and looking into stones.”
Joseph used the same stone he used to charge people
for treasure hunting to translate the Book of Mormon.
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Superstitious Belief of Divining Rods
in D&C
D&C 8:6-11 to Oliver Cowdery:
6. Now this is not all they gi; for you have another gi,
which is the gi of Aaron [the gi of working with the
rod]; behold, it has told you many things;
7. Behold, there is no other power, save the power of God,
that can cause this gi of Aaron [this rod of nature] to be
with you.
8. erefore, doubt not, for it is the gi of God; and you
shall hold it in your hands, and do marvelous works; and
no power shall be able to take it away out of your hands,
for it is the work of God.
9. And, therefore, whatsoever you shall ask me to tell you
by that means, that I will grant unto you, and you shall
have knowledge concerning it.
10. Remember that without faith you can do nothing;
therefore ask in faith. Trifle not with these things; do not
ask for that which you ought not.
11. Ask that you may know the mysteries of God, and that
you may translate and receive knowledge from all those
ancient records which have been hid up, that are sacred;
and according to your faith shall it be done unto you.
[red text from 1835 edition of D&C]
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“Second Sight”


“While praying I passed into a state of entrancement, and
in that state I saw the angel and the plates.”

Martin Harris, (Anthony Metcalf, Ten Years Before the



Mast, n.d., microfilm copy, p. 70-71)





“I never saw the gold plates, only in a visionary or
entranced state.”

EMD 2:346-47
“He only saw the plates with a spiritual eye”

Joseph Smith Begins His Work, Vol. 1, 1958
“As shown in the vision”

Zenas H. Gurley, Jr., Interview with David Whitmer on

1838, in Joseph Smith Letter Book, p. 2



January 14, 1885



“Never saw the plates with his natural eyes but only in
vision or imagination”

Letter from Stephen Burnett to “Br. Johnson,” April 15,



“I did not see them uncovered, but I handled them and
heed them while wrapped in a tow frock.”

EMD 1:497
“ey were shown to me by a supernatural power”

History of the Church Vol. 3, Ch. 21, p. 307-308



1838, in Joseph Smith Letter Book, p. 2



“…when I came to hear Martin Harris state in public that
he never saw the plates with his natural eyes only in vision
or imagination, neither Oliver nor David & also that the
eight witnesses never saw them & hesitated to sign that
instrument for that reason, but were persuaded to do it.

Letter from Stephen Burnett to “Br. Johnson,” April 15,



e foreman in the Palmyra printing oﬃce that produced
the first Book of Mormon said that Harris “used to practice
a good deal of his characteristic jargon and ‘seeing with the
spiritual eye,’ and the like.”

Mormonism: Its Origin, Rise, and Progress, p.71
Two other Palmyra residents said that Harris told them
that he had seen the plates with “the eye of faith” or
“spiritual eyes”

EMD 2:270 and 3:22
John H. Gilbert, the typesetter for most of the Book of
Mormon, said that he had asked Harris, “Martin, did you
see those plates with your naked eyes?” According to
Gilbert, Harris “looked down for an instant, raised his eyes
up, and said, ‘No, I saw them with a spiritual eye.”

EMD 2:548

No one ever claimed to see the plates with
their natural eyes. e plates were always
wrapped in burlap, even during translation.
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Book of Mormon Changes





Joseph worked on the Book of Mormon between 1828-1830 (three years)
Used scribes for around 60 days total (not consecutive)
Made many changes between and aer dictation sessions
Many changes made aer 1830 edition and 1837 edition (thousands)
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Urim & ummim
19TH CENTURY SPECULATION

ACTUAL BIBLICAL USAGE

 Meaning = “lights and



perfections”
 Divination tools
 Widely speculated in early 19th
century
 Joseph Smith
 Seer stones
 Spectacles
 All-seeing eye (Masonic)









Meaning = “cursed or faultless” or “guilty or
innocent”
Similar to flipping a coin, rolling dice, or using
a Magic 8 ball
Used to make yes/no decisions
1 Samuel 14:41 —an attempt to identify a
sinner via divination, by repeatedly splitting
the people into two groups and identifying
which group contains the sinner.
Saul and Jonathan being separated from the
rest of the people, and lots being cast between
them; that Urim would indicate Saul and
Jonathan, while ummim would indicate the
people.
Urim and ummim were the names of the
objects being cast.
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Urim & ummim

e Ephod had 14 stones
plus the Urim and ummim.
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First Vision Problems
 “e First re-Vision”—Joseph’s
accounts change over time and
become more and more grandiose
 Joseph Smith's First Vision was not
unique to his day
 LDS historian Richard Bushman
has identified over 33 visionary
tales published between 1783 and
1815 (“e Visionary World of
Joseph Smith”)
 Many elements of these familiar
publications are found in Joseph’s
accounts
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First Vision Tale Improves Over Time
“is vision,
which marked the
beginning of the
Restoration of the
gospel, is the most
important event
since the
Resurrection of
Jesus Christ.”
(LDS.org)
If the First Vision
was so important,
why was it so
hard to
remember?
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First Vision Source Material
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First Vision Source Material
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First Vision Source Material
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First Vision Source Material
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First Vision Source Material
(1838)
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First Vision Source Material
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First Vision Source Material
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e Golden Pot (1827)
1. Anselmus and Joseph are both seeking to be God’s minister.
2. Both are meditating upon their shortcomings when they have a
vision.
3. Both have their vision on a special day (Ascension Day and the
Equinox).
4. Both encounter great brightness like the sun before seeing the
messenger.
5. Both receive a shock before seeing the messenger.
6. Both see several beings in the vision.
7. Both don’t fully comprehend the message during the first
vision, but do later.
8. Both have three visions in one evening, also a morning vision.
9. Both are thought to be crazy by those among their religious
friends.
10. Both are called to “translate” documents in their visions.
11. Both are promised a seeric device in the visions.
12. Both receive a brief sketch of their ancient inhabitants in their
visions.
13. Both learn their messengers are direct descendants of their
people’s founders.
14. Both learn the messengers are the archivists of their
civilizations.
15. Both messengers are called, “Prince of the Spirits.”
16. Both are under a tree by a green meadow during their fourth
or morning vision.
17. Both messages are repeated, expanded and clarified in these
visions.
18. Both are told to come the next day and commence their work.
19. Both walk to the nearby appointed place.
20. Both wear black clothing when visiting their messengers the
first time.
21. Both think about the financial rewards on the way to visit
their messengers.
22. Both encounter an evil power and are told they will fail in
their assignment.
23. Both are harmed by their messengers upon arriving at their
appointed place.
24. Both are chastised for not being serious enough about their
special assignment.
25. Both are to wait one year to see if they will be allowed to
receive their special records.

26. Both follow strict instruction when visiting the appointed
place.
27. Both say when visiting the appointed place that the door
simply swings open.
28. Both are met by their messengers aer entering the appointed
place.
29. Both are taken on a tour of the vast chambers.
30. Both see many treasures and fine furniture.
31. Both see by a dazzling light but its source is unknown. ere
are no “windows.”
32. Both see a tripod and Egyptian artifacts.
33. Both are enthralled when seeing their seeric device.
34. Both describe the general library similarly.
35. Both of their special records, breastplates, and seeric devices
are not kept in the library.
36. Both are placed on probation by their messengers for a
season.
37. Both messengers bring them one manuscript at a time during
the probation period.
38. Both get more excited about the work than getting rich.
39. Both of their special women undertake an adventure on the
fall equinox.
40. Both women pray against the howling spirits on the equinox.
41. Both women are out from midnight to dawn on the equinox.
42. Both men are injured by evil spirits on the equinox, but are
rescued by their envoys.
43. Both pass their final test and get access to their records on the
fall equinox.
44. Both begin to translate their records a few days later.
45. Both special records are written in characters of an unknown
language.
46. Both translate their records by inspiration.
47. Both translate from pieces of parchment.
48. Both aer a while don’t need the parchments while
translating.
49. Both do their work rapidly and correctly.
50. Both experience the majestic, nice old man, and frightful
forms of their messengers.
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“I would like to say that this cause is
either true or false. Either this is the
kingdom of God, or it is a sham and
a delusion. Either Joseph talked with
the Father and the Son, or he did not.
If he did not, we are engaged in
blasphemy.”
Gordon B. Hinckley
(October 1961 General Conference)
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Book of Abraham








When a traveling salesman sold the papyri to
Joseph Smith, Smith was elated and
announced that these were the writings of
Abraham himself.
He translated the papyri into the Book of
Abraham, and it became “lost.”
Found in a New York museum in 1967. e
church now has these papyri, and according to
the February 1967 Improvement Era (half a
century ago), there was “an unprecedented
amount of interest generated throughout the
church by the recovery of 11 pieces of papyri
that were once the property of the Prophet
Joseph Smith.”
Analyzed by Egyptologists, and the Book of
Abraham has nothing to do with the actual
papyri text or facsimiles.
ere are also historical anachronisms in
Joseph’s translations, as well as source material
identified in readily available books in the
early 19th century.





Joseph said: ”… with W. W. Phelps and Oliver
Cowdery as scribes, I commence the
translation of some of the characters or
hieroglyphics, and much to our joy found that
one of the rolls contained the writings of
Abraham, another the writings of Joseph of
Egypt, etc. – a more full account of which will
appear in its place, as I proceed to examine or
unfold them. Truly we can say, the Lord is
beginning to reveal the abundance of peace
and truth.” (History of the Church, Vol. 2, p.
236).
Wilford Woodruﬀ also wrote: ”Joseph the Seer
has presented us some of the Book of
Abraham which was written by his own hand
but hid from the knowledge of man for the last
four thousand years but has now come to light
through the mercy of God.” (Diary of Wilford
Woodruﬀ, entry of February 19, 1842, LDS
archives).
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Book of Abraham
Joseph Smith
incorrectly
translated and
misconstructed the
Book of Abraham
facsimiles and
texts, confirmed by
both non-LDS and
LDS scholars alike.

e actual papyri that
Joseph Smith
translated have
nothing to do with
Abraham, but are
common funerary
writings and
resurrection vignettes.
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Resurrection Vignettes

Egyptologist
Interpretation

Joseph Smith
Interpretation
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Historical Anachronisms and
Misconstructions
e papyri was dated to thousands
of years aer Abraham.
Facsimile 2, Figure #5 states the sun gets its light
from Kolob. We now know that the process of
nuclear fusion is what makes the stars and suns
shine. With the discovery of quantum mechanics,
scientists learned that the sun’s source of energy is
internal, and not external. e sun shines
because of thermonuclear fusion; not because it
gets its light from any other star as claimed by the
Book of Abraham. (19th century cosmology)

Supposed source text for
Abraham 1-2 completely
erroneous

e term “Pharaoh” did not exist until several
hundred years aer Abraham.
80
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Book of Abraham Source Materials

Future State
 Facsimiles derived from the
eology of Plato (translated by
omas Taylor)
 Hebrew names come from
Joseph Seixas, whom Joseph
hired to give him Hebrew words
in 1836
Additional Note:
Abraham 1:24-27 is racist!

“Hyrum
Smith’s Book”

 Abraham 1 = Josephus
 Abraham 2,4-5 = KJV Bible
 Abraham 3 = Philosophy of a
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Restoration of Priesthood




Like the First Vision story, none of the
members of the Church or Joseph Smith’s
family had ever heard prior to 1834 about a
priesthood restoration from John the Baptist
or Peter, James, and John. Although the
priesthood is now taught to have been
restored in 1829, Joseph and Oliver made no
such claim until 1834. Why did it take five
years for Joseph or Oliver to tell members of
the Church about the priesthood?
Joseph Smith and Oliver Cowdery did not
teach anyone or record anything prior to 1834
that men ordained to oﬃces in the Church
were receiving “priesthood authority”.







Joseph Smith and Oliver Cowdery changed
the wording of earlier revelations when they
compiled the 1835 Doctrine & Covenants,
adding verses about the appearances of John
the Baptist and Peter, James, and John as if
those appearances were mentioned in the
earlier revelations in the Book of
Commandments, which they weren’t.
It wasn’t until the 1835 edition Doctrine &
Covenants that Joseph and Oliver backdated
and retrofitted Priesthood restoration events
to an 1829-30 time period – none of which
existed in any previous Church records;
including Doctrine & Covenants’ precursor,
e Book of Commandments, nor the original
Church history as published in “e Evening
and Morning Star”.
David Whitmer, one of the witnesses to the
Book of Mormon, had this to say about the
Priesthood restoration:“I never heard that an
Angel had ordained Joseph and Oliver to the
Aaronic Priesthood until the year 1834[,]
[183]5, or [183]6 – in Ohio…I do not believe
that John the Baptist ever ordained Joseph and
Oliver…” (Early Mormon Documents, 5:137)
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e Church teaches that there was no death before
the fall of Adam and Eve approximately 6,000
years ago.
“Two kinds of death are spoken of in the
scriptures. One is the death of the body, which is
caused by the separation of the body from the
spirit. e other is spiritual death, which is to die
as pertaining to, or to be separated from,
righteousness. … Both of these deaths were
introduced into the world by the fall of Adam. …
Latter-day revelation teaches that there was no
death on this earth for any forms of life before the
fall of Adam. Indeed, death entered the world as a
direct result of the fall.”
ese teachings are also emphasized in the Book
of Mormon and Pearl of Great Price in 2 Nephi
2:22 and Moses 6:48.
Also, the Church’s current Institute manual, used
to teach 18-30 year olds, confirms this teaching
where it states: “ere was no death in the earth
before the fall of Adam.”
Whereas the Biblical book of Genesis does not
specify any dates, the Church teaches that this Fall
took place 6,000 years ago, and that the Garden of
Eden was located in Missouri. ese beliefs come
from D&C 77 and teachings of Joseph Smith and
many succeeding prophets, seers, and revelators of
the Church.

No Death Before Adam

In contrast, modern scholars have shown that the first
humans emerged around 200,000 years ago in Africa,
and that death existed on this planet for millions of
years prior to the emergence of our species.
87

6,000-Year-Old Earth

e Earth is much older than 6,000 years, and is
actually billions of years old. 6,000 years ago there were
people on almost every continent, disproving any
notions that we came from 2 people 6,000 years ago.
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Location of Garden of Eden

e Church teaches that the Fall took place 6,000
years ago, and that the Garden of Eden was
located in Missouri, when humans actually
originated in Africa 200,000 years ago.
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Adam & Eve
LDS RENDITION OF ADAM & EVE AS
WHITE EUROPEANS

LIKELY ACTUAL FIRST HUMANS AS
NATIVE AFRICANS
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What does this say about Cain?
 Reconstruction of first human
FIRST HUMANS

fossil found in Africa
 First humans were black for
thousands of years
 Lighter skins gradually emerged
over thousands of years as
humans moved northward and
interbred with Neanderthals
 Modern whites have an average
of 4% Neanderthal genetics
Joseph Smith wrote that the mark
upon Cain was a skin of blackness:
“e seed of Cain were black, and
had not place among them [the
people of God in Zion].” (Moses 7:22)
How could the skin of Cain, a 2nd
generation human, be turned black
if he was already black?

EARLY NEANDERTHAL
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Swedenborg Parallels Found in D&C 76
“HEAVEN & HELL”

PARALLEL EXAMPLES











Description of “e Celestial Kingdom”
Aer death, all people go to a waiting
place called “e Spirit World” divided
into a “Spirit Prison” for the unbaptized
and a “Paradise” for the baptized.
Angels from the Celestial Kingdom are
naked except for a white robe/garment
given to them by “e Lord” which
shines and glimmers.
Spirits and angels are in human form
and one can converse with them “as one
man to another.”
No singing, wings, or halos.
e “spirit world” is this earth, but we
cannot see the spirits because of “the
veil.”
Marriage exists only in the highest
Celestial Kingdom.
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Character of Joseph Smith
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Joseph Smith’s “Anti-Bank”
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Joseph’s Polygamy and Polyandry
Unfortunate Facts:
1. Joseph Smith practiced polygamy with
many women.
2. Some of these women were already
married to other men and stayed
married to them.
3. Joseph Smith tried to keep his
additional wives a secret from their
husbands and his wife.
4. Some of these women were young
teenagers while Joseph was in his late
years.
5. e polygamous wives were pressured
to accept or God would do bad things
to them.
6. Joseph Smith lied on many occasions,
denying his polygamous practices.
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Joseph secretly took many
women as wives while
they were currently
married to other living
men, asking them not to
tell their husbands or
Emma.
Joseph also secretly took
many teenagers as wives.
Joseph was 37 when he
took 14-year-old Helen
Mar Kimball.
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Statements Made by Joseph Smith While Already
Secretly Practicing Polygamy
“Tuesday, 8 [1838].--I spent the day with Elder Rigdon
in visiting Elder Cahoon at the place he had selected
for his residence, and in attending to some of our
private, personal aﬀairs; also in the aernoon I
answered the questions which were frequently asked
me, while on my last journey but one from Kirtland to
Missouri, as printed in the Elders’ Journal, vol. I,
Number II, pages 28 and 29, as follows: [skipping over
questions 1 to 6] Seventh—“Do the Mormons believe
in having more wives than one?” “No, not at the same
time. But they believe that if their companion dies, they
have a right to marry again.” (History of the Church, vol.
3, p. 28)

“As we have lately been credibly informed, that an Elder
of the Church of Jesus Christ, of Latter-day Saints, by
the name of Hiram Brown, has been preaching
polygamy, and other false and corrupt doctrines, in the
county of Lapeer, state of Michigan. is is to notify
him and the Church in general, that he has been cut oﬀ
from the church, for his iniquity; and he is further
notified to appear at the Special Conference, on the 6th
of April next, to make answer to these charges.
JOSEPH SMITH,
HYRUM SMITH,
Presidents of said Church.” (Times and Seasons, vol. 5,
p. 423)

“Inasmuch as this church of Christ has been
reproached with the crime of fornication, and
polygamy: we declare that we believe, that one man
should have one wife; and one woman, but one
husband, except in the case of death, when either is at
liberty to marry again.” (D&C [1835 Edition] 101:4)

“[William Law] has gone to Carthage and swore that I
had told him that I was guilty of adultery. … Why, a
man dares not speak or wink, for fear of being accused
of this. …What a thing it is for a man to be accused of
committing adultery, and having seven wives, when I
can only find one.” (History of the Church, vol.
6:410-411)

“But if she will not abide this commandment she shall
be destroyed, saith the Lord; for I am the Lord thy God,
and will destroy her if she abide not in my law.” (D&C
132:54)
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Aer Being Exposed, Joseph Smith Excuses His
Polygamous Practices and Public Denials by Saying
It Was Commanded of God
“e same God that has thus far
dictated me and directed me and
strengthened me in this work, gave
me this revelation and
commandment on … plural
marriage, and the same God
commanded me to obey it. He said to
me that unless I accepted it, and
introduced it, and practiced it, I,
together with my people would be
damned and cut oﬀ from this time
henceforth.”
(Joseph Smith, Contributor, Vol. 5, p. 259.)
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Polygamy Commanded by God
rough His Holy Angel
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Example of Love Letter from Joseph Smith
Addressed to Sarah Ann Whitney Family
“...my feelings are so strong for you since what has passed lately
between us...it seems, as if I could not live long in this way; …
come and see me ... it would aﬀord me great relief ... I know it is
the will of God that you should comfort me now in this time of
aﬄiction ... the only thing to be careful of; is to find out when
Emma comes then you cannot be safe, but when she is not here,
there is the most perfect say ... burn this letter as soon as you
read it; keep all locked up in your breasts ... You will pardon me
for my earnestness on this subject when you consider how
lonesome I must be ... I think Emma wont come tonight if she dont
dont fail to come tonight ...”
Heber C. Kimball, “George Albert Smith Family Papers,” Manuscript 36, Box 1, Early Smith Documents, 1731-1849, Folder 18, in
the Special Collections, Western Americana, Marriott Library, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah (source).
Original in LDS Church Archives.
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Joseph Smith’s Developing
Struggle with Polygamy
 Jacob 2:24 “Behold David and Solomon

truly had many wives and concubines,
which thing was abominable before me,
saith the Lord.”
 Jacob 1:15 "And now it came to pass that
the people of Nephi, under the reign of
the second king, began to grow hard in
their hearts, and indulge themselves
somewhat in wicked practices, such as
like unto David of old desiring many
wives and concubines, and also
Solomon, his on.”
 D&C 132:39, “David’s wives and
concubines were given unto him of me,
by the hand of Nathan, my servant, and
others of the prophets who had the keys
of this power ...”
 If it was wicked to God for David and
Solomon to have wives (plural) and
concubines and was abominable, why
would God suddenly say “they were
given unto them by me?”
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Why William & Jane Law Le


William Law was a member of the First
Presidency
1. Joseph wanted those who opposed him killed.
 On June 27, 1844, the day Joseph Smith was
killed, William Law recorded in his diary: "He
[Smith] was unscrupulous; no man's life was safe
if he was disposed to hate him. He set the laws of
God and men at defiance.” Law is referring here to
both the attempted murder to himself and others.
For example, the Laws believed that Joseph Smith
played a vital role in the attempted assassination
of Lilburn W. Boggs.
 On May 6, 1842, a gunman shot the ex-governor
of Missouri, Lilburn W. Boggs, through a window
at his residence in Independence, Missouri. Two
bullets penetrated his head and a third lodged in
his body; miraculously, he lived. Almost
immediately, suspicion fell upon Joseph Smith
being involved. e governor of Illinois, omas
Carlin, wrote Joseph Smith a letter saying that it
was common knowledge that he, "had
prophesized that Boggs should die a violent
death.”
 John C. Bennett, an assistant to the first
presidency of the church at the time, also wrote:
“In 1841, Jo[s]e[ph] predicted or prophesied in a
public congregation in Nauvoo, that Lilburn W.
Boggs, ex-Governor of Missouri, should die by
violent hands within one year.” George M. Hinkle,
in a June letter to Smith added, “Denying your
having prophesied the violent death of Boggs
wont do, too many people have heard you[,]
myself among the rest.”

2. Joseph was practicing plural marriage in secret.
 Joseph had already married more than 20 women
in secret when Emma found out and was
heartbroken. Joseph told her that she could
choose an additional husband, and she chose
William Law, but he refused. us he received the
following “revelation”:
 “at she stay herself and partake not of that
which I commanded you to oﬀer unto her; for I
did it, saith the Lord, to prove you all, as I did
Abraham .... Let my handmaid, Emma Smith,
receive all those that have been given unto my
servant Joseph .... I command mine handmaid,
Emma Smith, to abide and cleave unto my servant
Joseph, and to none else. But if she will not abide
this commandment, she shall be destroyed, saith
the Lord; for I am the Lord thy God, and will
destroy her.” (D&C 132:51-52,54)
3. Joseph was having himself crowned king.
 April 11, 1844, meeting that Joseph Smith was not
only anointed a king over the earth but that he
was, "A god to this generation." Brigham Young
also taught that Smith is our "Prophet Seer
Revelator & God.” Young delineated some of
Smith's responsibilities as a god, and declared that
if you “ever pass into the heavenly courts, it will
be by the consent of the Prophet Joseph. If you
ever pass through the gates into the Holy City, you
will do so upon his certificate that you are worthy
to pass.”

Would Christ really
command this?
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King of the World and
God of is Generation


“e great aim of Joseph Smith was evidently
to clothe himself with the most unlimited
power, civil, military and ecclesiastical over all
who became members of his society.... [He
stated] that God had revealed to him, that the
Indians and Latter Day Saints, under
Jo[s]e[ph] as their King and Ruler, were to
conquer the Gentiles, and that their subjection
to this authority was to be obtained by the
sword! From this revelation, he enforced upon
them that it was necessary he should be
crowned King, and ... was accordingly
CROWNED KING under God, over, the
immediate house of Israel. is ceremony was
performed in 1842 [1844], by a council of
fiy…. [at] the whole earth was to become
under subjection to him…. accordingly
Jo[s]e[ph] swore them all to present secrecy,
under the penalty of death.”






Joseph Smith’s plan and method for
overthrowing the United States, and
eventually all world governments, caused
apprehension within the United States.
Had Smith lived a few more years, his actions
most likely would have convicted him of
treason, or something along those lines in a
court of law.

Geo. T. M. Davis, An Authentic Account of the
Massacre of Joseph Smith, (St. Louis: Chambers
and Knapp, 1844), 7-8, emphasis retained.
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Nauvoo Expositor
 Made two main claims:
 1) Joseph and a select few were
practicing plural marriage
whilst publicly denying these
accusations, and
 2) Joseph had himself crowned
king over all the earth and God
to this generation at his secret
meetings with the Council of
Fiy.
 ese claims have now been
verified by historians to be true.
LDS historians are in agreement
that this is true.
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Inhabitants on the Moon
o

In my Patriarchal blessing , givengiven
by the father
fatherof Joseph the Prophet ,
in Kirtland , 1837 , I was told that I-IIshould preach the gospel before I was
preach
21 years of age ; that I should preachthe gospel to the inhabitants upon thethe



-

"

"

_

and

s a , and to the inhabislands of the sea
inhabitants of the moon , even the planetplanet
you can now behold with your eyeseyes. .
.The
The first two promises have beenbeen
fulfilled , and the latter may be veriverified.
fied..
fied.From
From the verification of two propromises we may reasonably expect thethe
also..
third to be fulfilled also.-

Joseph Smith taught: “e inhabitants of
the moon are more of a uniform size
than the inhabitants of the earth, being
about 6 feet in height. ey dress very
much like the Quaker style and are quite
general in the style or the one fashion of
dress. ey live to be very old; coming
generally, near a thousand years.”
 e History of Oliver B. Huntington, p. 10,
typed copy, Marriott Library, University
of Utah.



Pictured le: Account of patriarchal
blessing from “e inhabitants of the
moon,” Young Woman's Journal
3:263-264;
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Second Coming in 1891







“...it was the will of God that those who went Zion, with a
determination to lay down their lives, if necessary, should be
ordained to the ministry, and go forth to prune the vineyard for
the last time, or the coming of the Lord, which was nigh—even
fiy-six years should wind up the scene.”
 History of the Church 2:182
 In February 1835, fiy-six years in the future was February 1891.
is would be shortly aer Joseph’s 85th birthday (he was born 23
December 1805).

“I was once praying very earnestly to know the time of the coming
of the Son of Man, when I heard a voice repeat the following:
Joseph, my son, if thou livest until thou art eighty-five years old,
thou shalt see the face of the Son of Man; therefore let this suﬃce,
and trouble me no more on this matter.”
 D&C 130:14-15
 Why would God make an event conditional on another event He
knew would never happen?

Joseph Smith prophesied that "there of those of the rising
generation who shall not taste death till Christ comes."
He also prophesied “in the name of the Lord God - let it be
written: that the Son of Man will not come in the heavens till I
am 85 years old, 48 years hence or about 1890.”
 Journal Entry, April 6, 1843 and HC 5:336. e oﬃcial historians
have deleted the last phrase, beginning with "48 years" from the
church history, but it is contained in the original diary.
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Line of Authority
“Well, it’s either true or false. If it’s false, we’re engaged in a great fraud. If it’s true,
it’s the most important thing in the world. Now, that’s the whole picture. It is
either right or wrong, true or false, fraudulent or true. And that’s exactly where
we stand, with a conviction … that Moroni came; that the Book of Mormon was
translated from the plates.” (Gordon B. Hinckley)
1830




If Joseph Smith was not a true prophet, then
we have no authority
If he was truly called of God, it still doesn’t
necessarily follow that we have authority
(Brigham Young introduces considerable
concern and many other LDS sects claiming
divine authority)
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e New & Improved Joseph Smith
ACTUAL PHOTO (DAGUERREOTYPE)
OF THE REAL JOSEPH SMITH

“If he acts like a devil, he has brought forth a doctrine that
will save us, if we will abide it. He may get drunk every
day of his life, sleep with his neighbor's wife every night,
run horses and gamble, I do not care anything about that,
for I never embrace any man in my faith. But the doctrine
he has produced will save you and me, and the whole
world; and if you can find fault with that, find it.”
Brigham Young, Journal of Discourses, Vol. 4, p. 77-78.

JOSEPH SMITH IN CURRENT
CHURCH ART

“As we remember and honor the Prophet Joseph Smith, my
heart reaches out to him in gratitude. He was a good,
honest, humble, intelligent, and courageous young man
with a heart of gold and an unshaken faith in God.
He had integrity.”
Dieter F. Uchtdorf, “e Fruits of the First Vision,”
Ensign, May 2005, p.38.
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Joseph Smith Becomes Romanticized
ACTUAL 19TH CENTURY
JOSEPH SMITH

DEVELOPING 20TH CENTURY
JOSEPH SMITH

ROMANTICIZED 21ST CENTURY
JOSEPH SMITH
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Joseph Smith Preaching
ORIGINAL RENDITIONS

MODERN RENDITION
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Heroicized Joseph Smith
Over time, Joseph Smith
has been romanticized by
the church into a
completely new
character:
a Hollywood-type hero.
“Death cannot conquer
the hero again.”
(“Praise to the Man,” Hymns, no. 27.)
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Semi-Deification of Joseph Smith
CURRENT LDS.ORG JOSEPH SMITH RENDITION

JESUS CHRIST RENDITION

“Joseph Smith, the Prophet and Seer of the Lord, has done more, save Jesus only, for
the salvation of men in this world, than any other man that ever lived in it.”
D&C 135:3
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Claiming Authority from Christ,
But Only When Expedient
“Come on! ye prosecutors! ye false swearers!
All hell, boil over! Ye burning mountains,
roll down your lava! for I will come out on
the top at last. I have more to boast of than
ever any man had. I am the only man that
has ever been able to keep a whole church
together since the days of Adam. A large
majority of the whole have stood by me.
Neither Paul, John, Peter, nor Jesus ever did
it. I boast that no man ever did such a work
as I. e followers of Jesus ran away from
Him; but the Latter-day Saints never ran
away from me yet.”
History of the Church, Vol. 6:408-409
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Masonic Temple Origins
 In the early 1800s it was

Salt Lake City Temple Exterior

commonly believed by many
Masons, particularly the less
educated members, that the
origins of Masonry are thousands
of years old and came from
Solomon's time.
 Joseph therefore joined the
Masons and “stole” their rituals
for our temples.
 It is now known that the Masonic
rituals are derived from the
Middle Ages (the “Great
Apostasy”) and have no ties
whatsoever to ancient temple
practices.
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Death Penalties
 Prior to 1989, the endowment

Would Christ really
command this?

ceremony included death
penalties
 is was a way to keep secrecy
and prevent followers from
speaking anything negative
regarding church leaders (“the
Lord’s anointed”)
 A way to ensure “covenants” are
kept (loyalty to the church
organization, leaders, and
“eternal companions” of plural
wives, etc)
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Other Disturbing Early Practices Changed Over Time






“e Prophet Joseph Smith taught,
'Ordinances instituted in the heavens before
the foundation of the world, in the priesthood,
for the salvation of men, are not to be altered
or changed.'” (Ensign, August 2002, p 22)
“[Christ] set the temple ordinances to be the
same forever and ever and set Adam to watch
over them, to reveal them from heaven to
man, or to send angels to reveal them.”



Joseph Smith, History of the Church, vol.4, p. 208







"As temple work progresses, some members
wonder if the ordinances can be changed or
adjusted. ese ordinances have been
provided by revelation … us, the temple is
protected from tampering.”




W. Grant Bangerter, executive director of the
Temple Department and a member of the First
Quorum of Seventy, Deseret News, Church
Section, January 16, 1982.

“We explained briefly the Apostasy and the
Restoration: that there is vast evidence and
history of an apostasy from the doctrine
taught by Jesus and his Apostles, that the
organization of the original Church became
corrupted, and sacred ordinances were
changed to suit the convenience of men”


Elder David B. Haight, "Joseph Smith the
Prophet," Ensign, Nov. 1979, p. 22.




Anti-Catholicism, anti-Protestantism,
and condemnation of all other creeds
Private touching and nakedness in the
temple
Swearing to “avenge the blood of the
prophets upon this nation” (antipatriotism)
Teaching children this vengeance
Death penalties part of covenants
e old temple endowment video
included a scene illustrating the creation
of the earth from the Disney film
“Fantasia.”

God’s laws are
unchangeable
and cannot be
altered by man.
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Baptism for the Dead
 1800s, common debate as to the

 Jesus said: “He is not the God of

meaning of 1 Cor 15:29 “Else
what shall they do which are
baptized for the dead, if the
dead rise not at all? why are they
then baptized for the dead?”
 Greek translation
 baptizein = “ritual washing”
 Documented in Halakhah
Tractate Yadayim and Dead Sea
Scrolls

the dead, but the God of the
living: ye therefore do greatly
err.” (Mark 12:27)
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Gentle
Awakening
POST-FOUNDATIONAL CONCERNS

Prophets Speak in God’s Name
#
1
2
3

Probable expectations:

A prophet/seer/revelator must be perfect in every respect.
A prophet/seer/revelator must say everything perfectly.
A prophet/seer/revelator must receive heavenly visitation(s) as a
pre-requisite for his sacred calling as a “special witness of Christ.”
4 When a prophet/seer/revelator declares that something is the will
of God, it really is.
5 When a prophet/seer/revelator declares that God is displeased
with something, God really is displeased with it.
6 When a prophet/seer/revelator speaks “in the name of Christ,”
then his words really are what Christ would have wanted him to
say.
7 When a prophet/seer/revelator speaks in General Conference,
his words are true.
8 When a prophet/seer/revelator speaks in General Conference,
we can believe his words without having to first verify that each
and every one of the other Brethren have also made concurrent
statements.
9 If God is speaking directly to all the prophets/seers/revelators,
then it shouldn’t be too hard for them to all be in agreement.
10 As represented by God’s servants the prophets, God’s truths are
eternal and unchanging, and God does not lie.

Is this expectation
reasonable or
unreasonable?
Unreasonable
Unreasonable

Is this
expectation
met?
No
No

Undecided

Unknown

Reasonable

Unknown

Reasonable

Unknown

Reasonable

Unknown

Reasonable

No

Reasonable

No

Reasonable

No

Reasonable

No
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Lost Leader Syndrome
 “Many managers inevitably will respond to these symptoms by simply denying that
they are confused. Others will hide their confusion—their search for sense—because
they see it as a liability, telling themselves, ‘I’ll lose authority if I acknowledge that I
can’t provide direction—I’m supposed to know the answers!’ Acting as if they are in
control while really not knowing what to do, these managers reflexively and unilaterally
attempt to impose quick fixes to restore their equilibrium. Sometimes, these
managerial responses may even succeed in making the immediate symptoms of
problems go away, but they rarely address underlying causes. More oen, they lead to
bad decision making, undermine crucial communication with colleagues and
subordinates, and make managers seem distant and out of touch. In the long run,
managers who hide their confusion also damage their organizations’ ability to learn
from experience and grow. Yet, despite these drawbacks, few managers can resist
hiding their confusion. We have observed this dysfunctional pattern hundreds of times
in the public, private, and nonprofit sectors—in government agencies, corporations,
universities, and foundations—and believe that it is becoming more common as the
pace of change accelerates.”
 Barry C. Jentz, Jerome T. Murphy, “Embracing Confusion: What Leaders Do When ey
Don’t Know What to Do.”
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Summary of Brigham Young Problems
 Blood Atonement
 Racism
 God=Adam

 Polygamy
 e Savior had Mary, Martha, and
several others as wives.
 Journal of Discourses 2:75-87

 Said Brigham Young, “I have never yet
preached a sermon and sent it out to
the children of men, that they may not
call scripture.” (Journal of Discourses,
13:95.)
 If there is any doubt that Joseph Smith
was not a prophet, Brigham Young
introduces considerable doubt that he
was the rightful successor.
121

“e only men who
become Gods, even the
sons of God, are those
who enter into
polygamy.”
Brigham Young
(Journal of Discourses
11:269)
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Brigham Young’s Hit Man
 Brigham Young taught: “ere are sins that men commit for
which they cannot receive forgiveness in this world, or in
that which is to come, and if they had their eyes open to see
their true condition, they would be perfectly willing to have
their blood spilt upon the ground, that the smoke thereof
might ascend to heaven as an oﬀering for their sins; and the
smoking incense would atone for their sins … I know, when
you hear my brethren telling about cutting people oﬀ from
the earth, that you consider it is strong doctrine, but it is to
save them.” (Journal of Discourses, vol. 4, pp. 53-54)
 William (“Bill”) Hickman became known as Brigham
Young’s “Destroying Angel” aer killing many people who
opposed Brigham Young
 According to his autobiography, Hickman's
excommunication immediately followed his refusal to
commit another assassination at Brigham Young's request.
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Racist Statements by Brigham Young
“You see some classes of the human family that
are black, uncouth, uncomely, disagreeable and
low in their habits, wild, and seemingly deprived
of nearly all the blessings of the intelligence that is
generally bestowed upon mankind. …the Lord
put a mark upon him, which is the flat nose and
black skin. Trace mankind down to aer the
flood, and then another curse is pronounced upon
the same race — that they should be the ‘servant
of servants.’”
Journal of Discourses 7:290

“Shall I tell you the law of God in regard to the
African race? If the white man who belongs to the
chosen seed mixes his blood with the seed of Cain,
the penalty, under the law of God, is death on the
spot. is will always be so.”
Journal of Discourses 10:109

Would Christ
really command
this?

Racist Statements by Brigham Young
“If there never was a prophet, or apostle of Jesus
Christ spoke it before, I tell you, this people that
are commonly called negroes are the children of
old Cain. I know they are, I know that they
cannot bear rule in the priesthood, for the curse
on them … In the priesthood I will tell you what
it will do. Where the children of God to mingle
there seed with the seed of Cain it would not only
bring the curse of being deprived of the power of
the priesthood upon themselves but they entail it
upon their children aer them, and they cannot
get rid of it. If a man in an unguarded moment
should commit such a transgression, if he would
walk up and say cut oﬀ my head, and kill man,
woman, and child, it would do a great deal
towards atoning for the sin. Would this be to
curse them? No, it would be a blessing to them.”
February 5, 1852, Speech by Gov. Young in Joint
Session of the Legislature.

Racist Statements by Brigham Young

“It is a great blessing to the seed of Adam to have
the seed of Cain for servants, . . . Let this Church
which is called the kingdom of God on the earth;
… e moment we consent to mingle with the
seed of Cain the Church must go to destruction,
—we should receive the curse which has been
placed upon the seed of Cain.”
(Brigham Young Addresses, Ms d 1234, Box 48,
folder 3, dated Feb. 5, 1852, located in the LDS
Church Historical Dept.)

Brigham Young Declares that Adam Is Our God
“When our father Adam came into the garden
of Eden, he came into it with a celestial body,
and brought Eve, one of his wives, with him. He
helped to make and organize this world. He is
MICHAEL, the Archangel, the ANCIENT OF
DAYS! about whom holy men have written and
spoken—HE is our FATHER and our GOD, and
the only God with whom WE have to do. Every
man upon the earth, professing Christians or
non-professing, must hear it, and will know it
sooner or later. … I have learned by experience
that there is but one God that pertains to this
people, and He is the God that pertains to this
earth—the first man. … Jesus, our elder brother,
was begotten in the flesh by the same character
that was in the garden of Eden, and who is our
Father in Heaven. Now, let all who may hear
these doctrines, pause before they make light of
them, or treat them with indiﬀerence, for they
will prove their salvation or
damnation.” (Journal of Discourses 4:1).

Brigham Young Teaches “Blood Atonement”

Would Christ
really command
this?

Passive Violence
(sending a harmful message
and then extolling love)

“I could refer you to plenty of instances where men
have been righteously slain, in order to atone for their
sins. I have seen scores and hundreds of people for
whom there would have been a chance (in the last
resurrection there will be) if their lives had been taken
and their blood spilled on the ground as a smoking
incense to the Almighty, but who are now angels to the
devil, until our elder brother Jesus Christ raises them
up-conquers death, hell, and the grave. I have known a
great many men who have le this Church for whom
there is no chance whatever for exaltation, but if their
blood had been spilled, it would have been better for
them. e wickedness and ignorance of the nations
forbid this principle's being in full force, but the time
will come when the law of God will be in full force.
is is loving our neighbour as ourselves; if he needs
help, help him; and if he wants salvation and it is
necessary to spill his blood on the earth in order that
he may be saved, spill it. Any of you who understand
the principles of eternity, if you have sinned a sin
requiring the shedding of blood, except the sin unto
death, would not be satisfied nor rest until your blood
should be spilled, that you might gain that salvation
you desire. at is the way to love mankind.”
(Journal of Discourses 4:220).

Racist Statements by John Taylor






God’s laws are
unchangeable
and cannot be
altered by man.

“e descendants of Ham, besides a black skin which has ever been a
curse that has followed an apostate of the holy priesthood, as well as a
black heart, have been servants to both Shem and Jepheth, and the
abolitionists are trying to make void the curse of God, but it will
require more power than man possesses to counteract the decrees of
eternal wisdom.” (John Taylor, Times and Seasons, April 1, 1845,
6:857).
“And aer the flood we are told that the curse that had been
pronounced upon Cain was continued through Ham’s wife, as he had
married a wife of that seed. And why did it pass through the flood?
Because it was necessary that the devil should have a representation
upon the earth as well as God” (John Taylor, August 28th, 1881,
Journal of Discourses 22:304. See also Latter-day Prophets Speak:
Selections from the Sermons and Writings of Church Presidents, p. 157,
Daniel H. Ludlow, ed.).
“Why is it, in fact, that we should have a devil? Why did not the Lord
kill him long ago? Because he could not do without him. He needed
the devil and a great many of those who do his bidding just to keep
men straight, that we may learn to place our dependence upon God,
and trust in Him, and to observe his laws and keep his
commandments. When he destroyed the inhabitants of the
antediluvian world, he suﬀered a descendant of Cain to come
through the flood in order that he [the devil] might be properly
represented upon the earth” (John Taylor, October 29, 1882, Journal
of Discourses 23:336).
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1947 First Presidency Letter
In 1947, Dr.
Lowry Nelson
wrote the First
Presidency saying
that he did not
believe God is
racist. Here is
their response.

Would Christ
really command
this?
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Would Christ really
command this?
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1949 First Presidency Letter
August 17, 1949
e attitude of the Church with reference to Negroes remains as it has always stood. It is not a matter of
the declaration of a policy but of direct commandment from the Lord, on which is founded the
doctrine of the Church from the days of its organization, to the eﬀect that Negroes may become
members of the Church but that they are not entitled to the priesthood at the present time. e
prophets of the Lord have made several statements as to the operation of the principle. President
Brigham Young said: “Why are so many of the inhabitants of the earth cursed with a skin of blackness?
It comes in consequence of their fathers rejecting the power of the holy priesthood, and the law of God.
ey will go down to death. And when all the rest of the children have received their blessings in the
holy priesthood, then that curse will be removed from the seed of Cain, and they will then come up and
possess the priesthood, and receive all the blessings which we now are entitled to.” …
e position of the Church regarding the Negro may be understood when another doctrine of the
Church is kept in mind, namely, that the conduct of spirits in the premortal existence has some
determining eﬀect upon the conditions and circumstances under which these spirits take on mortality
and that while the details of this principle have not been made known, the mortality is a privilege that is
given to those who maintain their first estate; and that the worth of the privilege is so great that spirits
are willing to come to earth and take on bodies no matter what the handicap may be as to the kind of
bodies they are to secure; and that among the handicaps, failure of the right to enjoy in mortality the
blessings of the priesthood is a handicap which spirits are willing to assume in order that they might
come to earth. Under this principle there is no injustice whatsoever involved in this deprivation as to
the holding of the priesthood by the Negroes.
e First Presidency

Would Christ really
command this?
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1961 Joseph Fielding Smith
 “We will never get a man into space. is earth is man’s sphere

God’s laws are
unchangeable
and cannot be
altered by man.

and it was never intended that he should get away from it. e
moon is a superior planet to the earth and it was never
intended that man should go there. You can write it down in
your books that this will never happen.”
 “When man was placed on this earth, it became his
probationary—or mortal—home. Here he is destined to stay
until his earth-life is completed. … Here we are, and here we
should be content to stay. All this talk about space travel and
the visiting of other worlds brings to mind vividly an attempt
long ago made by foolish men who tried to build to heaven. …
e Lord will permit men to go just so far and no farther.”
 Joseph Fielding Smith, Answers to Gospel Questions, Vol. 2, Ch. 43.
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Harold B. Lee


“To impress the grave consequences and the
seriousness of intermarriage as between those of
diﬀerent races and particularly with reference to
intermarriage with the seed of Cain, President
Brigham Young made this remark in an address
before the legislature: ‘... Any man having one
drop of the seed of Cain in him cannot receive the
priesthood... .’ Surely no one of you who is an heir
to a body of more favored lineage would
knowingly intermarry with a race that would
condemn your posterity to penalties that have
been placed upon the seed of Cain by the
judgments of God. (Harold B. Lee, Decisions for
Successful Living, p. 168.)

Would Christ really
command this?
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1960s Pressure Mounting for Equal Rights




Donald I. French: “As an elder in the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, it has long
seemed incredible to me that a church … can
be so backward in its outlook on a segment of
the human race that is also supposed to be
among our brothers. . . . e revelation …
should have been [received] 50 years ago—not
now when we are forced into looking for one.
Even if a ‘revelation’ should come now, we
have compromised our position because it
looks as if we have been forced into seeking it,
which will be true.” (Time, Nov. 1, 1963)
“e church has no intention of changing its
doctrine on the Negro,” N. Eldon Tanner,
counselor to the First President told Seattle
during his recent visit here. “roughout the
history of the original Christian church, the
Negro never held the priesthood. ere’s really
nothing we can do to change this. It's a law of
God.” (Seattle Magazine, December 1967, p,
60)



President Joseph Fielding Smith: “Not only
was Cain called upon to suﬀer, but because of
his wickedness he became the father of an
inferior race. A curse was placed upon him
and that curse has been continued through his
lineage and must do so while time endures.
Millions of souls have come into this world
cursed with a black skin and have been denied
the privilege of Priesthood and the fullness of
the blessings of the Gospel. . . . they have been
made to feel their inferiority and have been
separated from the rest of mankind from the
beginning.” (e Way To Perfection, 1935, page
101)

God’s laws are unchangeable
and cannot be altered by man.

Would Christ really
command this?
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1960s e Church Will Never “Give In” on
Racism Because It Is God’s Will


Elder Bruce R. McConkie: “Negroes in
this life are denied the Priesthood; under
no circumstances can they hold this
delegation of authority from the
Almighty. (Abraham 1:20-27.) e
gospel message of salvation is not
carried aﬃrmatively to them . . . negroes
are not equal with other races where the
receipt of certain spiritual blessings are
concerned, particularly the priesthood
and the temple blessings that flow
therefrom, but this inequality is not of
man's origin. It is the Lord’s doing, is
based an his eternal laws of justice, and
grows out of the lack of spiritual valiance
of those concerned in their first estate.”
 Mormon Doctrine, 1966, pp. 527-528.

Would Christ really
command this?



Elder John L. Lund: “ose who believe
that the Church ‘gave in’ on the
polygamy issue and subsequently should
give in on the Negro question are not
only misinformed about Church
History, but are apparently unaware of
Church doctrine. . . . erefore, those
who hope that pressure will bring about
a revelation need to take a closer look at
Mormon history and the order of
heaven. … ose who would try to
pressure the Prophet to give the Negroes
the Priesthood do not understand the
plan of God nor the order of heaven. …
All the social, political, and
governmental pressure in the world is
not going to change what God has
decreed to be.
 e Church and the Negro, 1967, pp.
104-5, 109.
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1968-1969 NCAA Boycotts BYU
 African-American athletes protested

against LDS policies by boycotting
several sporting events with Brigham
Young University.
 In 1968, black members of the UTEP
track team approached their coach
and expressed their desire not to
compete against BYU in an upcoming
meet. When the coach disregarded the
athletes' complaint, the athletes
boycotted the meet.
 In 1969, 14 members of the University
of Wyoming football team were
removed from the team for planning
to protest the policies of the LDS
church.
 In November 1969, Stanford
University President Kenneth Pitzer
suspended athletic relations with
BYU.
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1969 First Presidency Letter
In view of confusion that has arisen, it was decided at a meeting of the First Presidency and the
Quorum of the Twelve to restate the position of the Church with regard to the Negro both in
society and in the Church. … matters of faith, conscience, and theology are not within the
purview of the civil law. e first amendment to the Constitution specifically provides that
“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof.”
e position of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints aﬀecting those of the Negro race
who choose to join the Church falls wholly within the category of religion. It has no bearing
upon matters of civil rights. … Our living prophet, President David O. McKay, has said, “e
seeming discrimination by the Church toward the Negro is not something which originated with
man; but goes back into the beginning with God…. Revelation assures us that this plan antedates
man’s mortal existence, extending back to man’s pre-existent state.” … Priesthood, when it is
conferred on any man comes as a blessing from God, not of men.
Meanwhile we must strive harder to emulate His Son, the Lord Jesus Christ, whose new
commandment it was that we should love one another. …
Faithfully your brethren,
e First Presidency

Passive Violence
(sending a racist message
and then extolling love)

Would Christ
really command
this?
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1970s Problems in Brazil
 Besides all the problems the Church
was having with dissidents, it was
faced with an impossible situation in
Brazil. Even the Church's own Deseret
News admitted that:
 “A major problem the church has
faced with its policy regarding blacks
was in Brazil, where the church is
building a temple. Many people there
are miied [mixed?] racially, and it is
oen impossible to determine
whether church members have black
ancestry.” (Deseret News, June 10,
1978)

 “e growth of the international
Church was clearly bringing new
problems. Brazil was particularly
diﬃcult. Later that year J. Ruben
Clark, First Counselor to George
Albert Smith, reported that the
Church was entering "into a situation
in doing missionary work . . . where it
is very diﬃcult if not impossible to tell
who has negro blood and who has
not. He said that if we are baptizing
Brazilians, we are almost certainly
baptizing people of negro blood, and
that if the Priesthood is conferred
upon them, which it no doubt is, we
are facing a very serious
problem.” (Dialogue: A Journal of
Mormon ought, Spring 1973, p. 41.)
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1974 Black Boy Scout Incident
 In 1974 the Mormon doctrine of discrimination against blacks
brought the Boy Scouts into a serious confrontation with the
NAACP. e Boy Scouts of America do not discriminate
because of religion or race, but Mormon-sponsored troops did
have a policy of discrimination. On July 18, 1974, the Salt Lake
Tribune reported:
 A 12-year-old boy scout has been denied a senior patrol leadership


in his troop because he is black, Don L. Cope, black ombudsman
for the state, said Wednesday. . . .
e ombudsman said Mormon "troop policy is that in order for a
scout to become a patrol leader, he must be a deacon's quorum
president in the LDS Church. Since the boy cannot hold the
priesthood, he cannot become a patrol leader."

 e NAACP filed a federal lawsuit in 1974 challenging this
practice, and soon thereaer the LDS church reversed its
policy.
 Spencer W. Kimball: “Intolerance by Church members is
despicable. … It is for us to extend our love to all.” (e
Teachings of Spencer W. Kimball, p. 237.)

Passive Violence
(sending a racist message
and then extolling love)
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1977 First Presidency “Strongly Opposes”
Equal Rights Amendment




“We firmly believe that the Equal Rights
Amendment is not the answer. … ERA
as a blanket attempt to help women
could indeed bring them far more
restraints and repressions. We fear it will
even stifle many God-given feminine
instincts.”
President Packer:
 e eﬀort to cure a threat of chicken pox





may once again see us exposed,
dangerously exposed, to a virulent and
deadly smallpox.
I am for protecting the rights of a woman
to be a woman, a feminine, female
woman; a wife and a mother.
I am for protecting the rights of children
to be babies and children and youth.
I am for recognizing the inherent Godgiven diﬀerences between men and
women.

Potential Consequences of Equal Rights for
the Church:
 e Church would look bad for its
discrimination against blacks
 e Church would look bad for not
allowing women to pray or speak in
Sacrament Meetings or General
Conference
 e Church would look bad for not
allowing women to hold the priesthood
 e Church would look bad for not
allowing women to hold priesthood
leadership positions
 e Church would look bad for its
discrimination against gays
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1978 “Revelation” on Priesthood
 It is now illegal
 Jimmy Carter’s IRS threatening to





revoke the Church’s tax-exempt
status
Stanford and other universities
boycotting BYU athletics
We can’t figure out who’s black or
not in Brazil
Post-Civil Rights societal trends
were against the Church’s racism
Christ’s true Church should have
been the one leading the Civil
Rights movement, not be the last
major Church on the planet in
1978 to adopt it
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1978 Women Can Now
Pray & Speak
“e First Presidency and Council of the Twelve have determined that
there is no scriptural prohibition against sisters oﬀering prayers in sacrament
meetings. It was therefore decided that it is permissible for sisters to oﬀer
prayers in any meetings they attend, including sacrament meetings, Sunday School
meetings, and stake conferences. Relief Society visiting teachers may oﬀer
prayers in homes that they enter in fulfilling visiting teaching assignments.”
(Marvin K. Gardner, “News of the Church,” Ensign, Nov. 1978, 100)
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1980s Mark Hoﬀman Forgeries
 e Church paid close to
$900,000 in antiquities and cash
to Mark Hofmann – a conman
and soon-to-be serial killer – to
purchase and suppress bizarre and
embarrassing documents into the
Church vaults that undermined
and threatened the Church’s story
of its origins. e documents
were later proven to be forgeries.
 Lack of discernment by the
Brethren on such a grave threat to
the Church
 Apologetic talks given by
President Hinckley and Elder
Oaks
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2012 “Swedish Rescue”
 Wave of apostasy in Sweden aer
church members are discussing
church issues openly
 November 2010, an emergency
fireside was held in Stockholm
Sweden by Elder Marlin Jensen
(Church historian) and Elder Richard
Turley (assistant Church historian) to
address the faith crisis that ensued
among an entire group of members
and leaders in Stockholm Sweden
including a stake president and a
member of the Quorum of the
Seventy (General Authority)
 Questions unanswered
 People leave “in droves”
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Elder Packer Defensive Statements
 “e mantle is far, far greater than the

 “e dangers I speak of come from …

intellect.”
 “If not properly written or properly
taught, [church history] may be a faith
destroyer. ere is a temptation for
the writer or the teacher of Church
history to want to tell everything,
whether it is worthy or faith
promoting or not. Some things that
are true are not very useful.”
 “[Such] will not be among the faithful
in the eternities.”
 “e Mantle is Far, Far Greater an

the ever-present challenge from the
so-called scholars or intellectuals.”
 Address given to the All-Church
Coordinating Council, 18 May 1993.

the Intellect,” 1981, BYU Studies, Vol.
21, No. 3, pp. 259-271.
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Elder Oaks Defensive Statements
 Machiavellian modus operandi: the
end justifies the means

 “My duty as a member of the Council
of the Twelve is to protect what is
most unique about the LDS church …
Everything may be sacrificed in order
to maintain the integrity of those
essential facts. us, if Mormon
Enigma reveals information that is
detrimental to the reputation of
Joseph Smith, then it is necessary to
try to limit its influence and that of its
authors.”
 Inside the Mind of Joseph Smith,
footnote 28, p. xliii.

 “It is wrong to criticize leaders of the
church, even if the criticism is true.”
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Elder Nelson Defensive Statements
 Characterized by authoritative
threatening

 “Any who are tempted to rake
through the annals of history, to
use truth unrighteously, or to
dig up facts … should hearken
to this warning: … e wrath of
God is against [you].”
 “Truth—and More,” Ensign, Jan.
1986, p. 69.
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Elder Holland’s “Fairy Tale” eme
 “I haven’t come halfway around the
world to tell you a fairy tale. I haven’t
given my life and my time and my
energy.”
 “Have Solid Gospel Foundation,
Mongolian Saints Told,” June 2011.

 “I did not give my life for a fairy tale!”


Provo MTC Address, 2009.

 “I have better things to do with my
time and my life than to give it all for
a fairy tale.”
 University of Utah Institute Address,

 “I’m giving my life to this. You’re
giving two years. I’m giving my life!
Everything I own, everything I
possess is on the line. I would not
come to São Paulo to tell you a fairy
tale. I wouldn’t wear myself into the
ground … ! Give me a little more
credit than that! I’m not an absolutely
stupid man.”
 Brazil MTC Address, 2001.

 “is is real, I’m not giving my life to
a fairy tale.”
 Brazil MTC Address, 2013.

2008.
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Elder Holland Interviewed by BBC

 Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ws4vgihE3Q0
 Elder Holland is asked some tough questions by BBC
interviewer
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Homosexuality

200+ Million Years Ago

1+% of the
Populations
of Countless
Species are
Homosexual

Now
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TED Talk on Homosexuality in
Mormonism

 Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0MxCXjfAunk
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2014 Church Instructs Leaders
on Same-Sex Marriage
January 2014—Following recent court
actions bearing on same-sex marriage, the
First Presidency and the Quorum of the
Twelve Apostles today sent the following
instructions and guidance to
congregational leaders throughout the
United States. Leaders were asked to share
this information with their members.

Would Christ
really command
this?

 Changes in the civil law do not,
indeed cannot, change the moral law
that God has established. God expects
us to uphold and keep His
commandments regardless of
divergent opinions or trends in
society. His law of chastity is clear:
sexual relations are proper only
between a man and a woman who are
legally and lawfully wedded as
husband and wife. We urge you to
review and teach Church members
the doctrine contained in “e
Family: A Proclamation to the World.”
 e gospel of Jesus Christ teaches us
to love and treat all people with
kindness and civility.

Passive Violence
(sending a discriminatory
message and then extolling love)
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Authoritative Statements Regarding Gays
 “Some suppose that they were pre-set,
and cannot overcome what they feel
are inborn tendencies toward the
impure and unnatural. Not so. Why
would our Heavenly Father do that to
anyone? Remember, he is our Father.”
 Boyd K. Packer, “Cleansing the Inner
Vessel,” October 2010 General
Conference (red later removed)

 “ere is a falsehood that some are
born with an attraction to their own
kind, with nothing they can do about
it. ey are just ‘that way’ and can
only yield to those desires. at is a
malicious and destructive lie. While it
is a convincing idea to some, it is of
the devil. No one is locked into that
kind of life.”
 Boyd K. Packer, 1976 General

 “While I was in a mission on one
occasion, a missionary said he had
something to confess. … ‘I hit my
companion,’ [he said.] Aer learning
[that his companion was gay], my
response was ‘Well, thanks. Somebody
had to do it, and it wouldn't have been
well for a General Authority to solve
the problem that way.’ I am not
recommending that course to you, but
I am not omitting it. You must protect
yourself.”
 Boyd K. Packer, To Young Men Only,
October 1976 General Conference

Conference
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Authoritative Statements Regarding Gays
 “ere is some widely accepted
theory extant that homosexuality
is inherited. How can this be? …
if it were so, it would frustrate the
whole plan of mortal happiness.
… e false belief of inborn
homosexual orientation denies to
repentant souls the opportunity to
change and will ultimately lead to
discouragement, disappointment,
and despair. … I am sure this is
pleasing to the devil.”
 James E. Faust, “Serving the Lord

 “God has commanded that the
sacred powers of procreation are
to be employed only between man
and woman, lawfully wedded as
husband and wife.”
 “e Family: A Proclamation to
the World”

and Resisting the Devil,” April
1995 General Conference
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Compare to Authoritative Statements
Denouncing Monogamy


“It is a fact worthy of note that the shortest lived
nations of which we have record have been
monogamic. Rome...was a monogamic nation … that
system early laid the foundation for that ruin which
eventually overtook her.”




George Q. Cannon, Journal of Discourses, Vol. 13, p. 202

“...the one-wife system not only degenerates the
human family, both physically and intellectually, but it
is entirely incompatible with philosophical notions of
immortality; it is a lure to temptation, and has always
proved a curse to a people.”






John Taylor, Millennial Star, Vol. 15, p. 227

“Monogamy, or restrictions by law to one wife, is no
part of the economy of heaven among men. Such a
system was commenced by the founders of the Roman
empire… us this monogamic order of marriage, so
esteemed by modern Christians as a holy sacrament
and divine institution, is nothing but a system
established by a set of robbers… Why do we believe in
and practice polygamy? Because the Lord introduced
it to his servants in a revelation given to Joseph Smith,
and the Lord's servants have always practiced it. ‘And
is that religion popular in heaven?' it is the only
popular religion there.”


“We breathe the free air, we have the best looking men
and handsomest women, and if they (Non-Mormons)
envy us our position, well they may, for they are a poor,
narrow-minded, pinch-backed race of men, who chain
themselves down to the law of monogamy, and live all
their days under the dominion of one wife. ey ought
to be ashamed of such conduct, and the still fouler
channel which flows from their practices; and it is not
to be wondered at that they should envy those who so
much better understand the social relations.”




"I have noticed that a man who has but one wife, and is
inclined to that doctrine, soon begins to wither and dry
up, while a man who goes into plurality [of wives] looks
fresh, young, and sprightly. Why is this? Because God
loves that man, and because he honors his word. Some
of you may not believe this, but I not only believe it but
I also know it. For a man of God to be confined to one
woman is small business. I do not know what we would
do if we had only one wife apiece.”




George A Smith, Journal of Discourses, Vol. 3, page 291

Heber C. Kimball, Journal of Discourses Vol 5, p. 22

“e only men who become Gods, even the sons of
God, are those who enter into polygamy.”


Brigham Young, Journal of Discourses 11:269

Brigham Young, e Deseret News, August 6, 1862
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e Church Will Never Stop the
Practice of Polygamy
I heard the revelation on polygamy, and I believed it with all my
heart, and I know it is from God—I know that he revealed it from
heaven; I know that it is true, and understand the bearings of it
and why it is. “Do you think that we shall ever be admitted as a
State into the Union without denying the principle of polygamy?”
If we are not admitted until then, we shall never be admitted.
Brigham Young, Journal of Discourses 11:269
God’s laws are
unchangeable
and cannot be
altered by man.
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Prophets Will Never Lead You Astray


“I say to Israel, the Lord will never permit me
or any other man who stands as president of
the Church to lead you astray. It is not in the
program. It is not in the mind of God.”
 e Discourses of Wilford Woodruﬀ, pp.



212–13.)



When our leaders speak, the thinking has
been done. When they propose a plan–it is
God’s plan. When they point the way, there is
no other which is safe. When they give
direction, it should mark the end of
controversy. God works in no other way.
 Improvement Era, June 1945



e prophet is the only man who speaks for
the Lord in everything. … e prophet is not
required to have any particular earthly
training or diplomas to speak on any subject
or act on any matter at any time.
 Ezra Ta Benson, 1981
“I remember years ago when I was a bishop I
had President Heber J. Grant talk to our ward.
Aer the meeting I drove him home …
Standing by me, he put his arm over my
shoulder and said: ‘My boy, you always keep
your eye on the President of the Church and if
he ever tells you to do anything, and it is
wrong, and you do it, the Lord will bless you
for it.’ en with a twinkle in his eye, he said,
‘But you don’t need to worry. e Lord will
never let his mouthpiece lead the people
astray.’”
 Marion G. Romney, Conference Report,
October 1960, p. 78.
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Examples of Prophetic Denunciations
Polygamy
Monogamy
Evolution
Polygamy

Equality for the Negro
Space Travel

Coﬀee & Tea

Same-Sex Couples

Contraception
Evolution
Equality for the Negro
Coﬀee & Tea
Working Women

Tattoos

Racism

Same-Sex Couples
“Today’s heretics are yesterday’s prophets,
and yesterday’s heretics are today’s prophets.”
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God Is Unchanging from Eternity to Eternity
 Would God command someone to take other men’s wives







behind their backs and behind their own wife’s back?
Would God command that people should kill themselves if
they do not keep covenants to give their whole lives to an
institution?
Would God dictate that blacks should not receive the same
blessings as whites?
Would God oppose equal rights laws?
Would God give prophecies that never happen?
Would God expect people to follow prophets whose major
commandments are ever changing?
Does this really sound like the loving Christ?
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False Prophecies:
How Many Does It Take?










Book of Mormon
Book of Abraham
D&C
Racism
Monogamy
Age of Earth
Location of Garden of Eden
No Death Before Adam
Space Travel

“How shall we know the word which the
Lord hath not spoken? When a prophet
speaketh in the name of the Lord, if the
thing follow not, nor come to pass, that is
the thing which the Lord hath not spoken,
but the prophet hath spoken it
presumptuously.
A prophet who presumes to speak in my
name anything I have not commanded …
is to be put to death.”
Deuteronomy 18:21-22
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Puzzle Pieces

Keep them separate and
end up with thousands
of complicated
explanations that
contradict each other

Put them together and
see the real picture
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O e Burdens We Carry

“Sometimes we must place questions on the shelf
for a time and rely on our faith…”
Elder Paul V. Johnson
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Current Perpetuation of
Doctrinal Concerns
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Tithing: A Requirement for Eternal Life?
 April 2005 General

Conference: “If a destitute family
is faced with the decision of
paying their tithing or eating, they
should pay their tithing.” (Elder
Robbins)
 December 2012 Ensign: “If paying
tithing means that you can’t pay
for water or electricity, pay
tithing. If paying tithing means
that you can’t pay your rent, pay
tithing. Even if paying tithing
means that you don’t have enough
money to feed your family, pay
tithing.”

 A full 10% tithe is requirement for
entrance to the temple, thus
considered essential for eternal
life and exaltation
 ose who do not tithe will be
burned (D&C 64:23)

Christ said He gives salvation as a gi.
He never mentioned tithing, signs and tokens,
or temple ceremonies as requirements for
eternal life.
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Mormon Corporate Empire
 e Church collects around $8B






per year in tithes.
e Church will not disclose its
expenditure of these funds
(other churches do).
Only about 0.7% of the Church’s
annual income goes to charity
(the United Method Church
donates 29%).
is average of $52M per year is
less than the Polynesian Cultural
Center alone makes each year.
e church owns around 1M
acres in continental U.S. alone.
Go thy way … and give

(0.7%) to the poor, and thou
shalt have treasure in heaven
on earth.

$35 goes to charity if you paid
$5000 in tithes
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“Tithes for the Poor”
 “When thou hast made an end of

 Jesus fulfilled the Law of Moses,

tithing all the tithes [for] the stranger,
the fatherless, and the widow, that they
may eat within thy gates, and be
filled.” (Deuteronomy 26:12)
 “And he lied up his voice, and he
blessed Abram, being the high priest,
and the keeper of the storehouse of
God; Him whom God had appointed
to receive tithes for the poor.” (Genesis
14:37-38)

which included the Law of Tithing.
He now asks that we give from our
hearts, with no rigid amounts
attached to our own heartfelt
generosity. In fact, this goes beyond
money and includes all that we have
and are in serving the poor and
downcast with our love and attention:
 “Give, and it will be given to you.
Good measure, pressed down, shaken
together, running over, will be put
into your lap. For with the measure
you use it will be measured back to
you.” (Luke 6:38)

Tithes are actually supposed to be
“for the poor.”
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Why Doesn’t the Church Disclose Its
Use of the Money?
Hinckley made the following untrue statement in a 2002 interview:
Reporter:
Hinckley:
Reporter:
Hinckley:

In my country, the…we say the people’s Churches, the Protestants, the
Catholics, they publish all their budgets, to all the public.
Yeah. Yeah.
Why is it impossible for your Church?
Well, we simply think that the…that information belongs to those who made
the contribution, and not to the world. at’s the only thing. Yes.

Yet the church does not disclose its numbers to the general membership.
Link: http://www.mscbc.org/hinckley.htm
“If paying tithing means that you can’t pay for water or electricity, pay tithing. If paying
tithing means that you can’t pay your rent, pay tithing. Even if paying tithing means that
you don’t have enough money to feed your family, pay tithing.” (December 2012 Ensign)
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Just to Polynesian Cultural Center
alone generates $59M yearly
revenue from sales and tax-free
donations (more than the total the
Church gives to charity)

e Church allocates $52M on
average per year to charity.

$8B yearly from
tithes alone
$1.2B yearly
revenue

Includes over 1M
acres (~$2B+)

$3.3B in
assets
http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-07-10/how-the-mormons-make-money
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City Creek Mall
 $2B of a $5B total
downtown business
project, including
apartments and
business buildings
 Total church
contributions to
charity from
1985-2010 (25 years) =
$1.3B
Something might be wrong with
“Christ’s true church” if we spend
more on a mall in 1 year than on
charity in the last 25 years total.
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Summary of Church Response to Problems
 e Brethren do not provide any





viable answers
“Pay, Pray, and Obey” type
advice
“Doubt your doubts”
“Don’t be deceived by the devil”
Villainization of apostates

 Apologists hired to answer
problems also cannot provide
viable answers
 Circular, confusing,
contradictory logic

 Fall back on “pray to know”
 Ad hominem attacks on critics

“Cherish your doubts, for doubt is the attendant of truth. Doubt is the key to the
door of knowledge; it is the servant of discovery. A belief which may not be
questioned binds us to error, for there is incompleteness and imperfection in every
belief. Doubt is the touchstone of truth; it is an acid which eats away the false. Let no
one fear for the truth, that doubt may consume it; for doubt is a testing of belief. e
truth stands boldly and unafraid; it is not shaken by the testing; For truth, if it be
truth, arises from each testing stronger, more secure. ose that would silence doubt
are filled with fear; their houses are built on shiing sands. But those who fear not
doubt, and know its use, are founded on rock. ey shall walk in the light of growing
knowledge; the work of their hands shall endure. erefore let us not fear doubt, but
let us rejoice in its help: It is to the wise as a staﬀ to the blind; doubt is the attendant
of truth.” (Robert Weston)
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Lives Based on Truth
Instead of Myth
Some problems, but many
names, dates, places found to
be historically legitimate.
Historically anachronous
(“pious” fiction).
No names, dates, or places
validated whatsoever.
Contain hazardous teachings
such as racism, 19th century
evangelical notions, and 19th
century folk magic notions.
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Deprogramming from a
“Performance Based” Religion
 Drinking tea is not a sin.
 Growing a beard is not a sin.
 Mowing the lawn without garments





on is not a sin.
Women wearing pants to church is
not a sin.
Not serving a mission is not a sin.
It is not a sin to have questions.
ese are examples of completely
ridiculous notions and poor
measures of character.

Jesus disliked concerns about
external behaviors, status,
or “worthiness.”
ese types of measures
are a hindrance to
spiritual development.

“I have to admit, I am having a
really hard time ‘breaking
commandments’ which I know are
not true, but were still a part of
my life for so long.”
(Blogger)
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Pioneers of Truth Awakening
 “a person who is among the first to explore or settle a new area”
 “one who goes before, showing the way to follow”
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Elder Hans Mattsson of the Seventy




Hans H. Mattsson is a 3rd generation
LDS church member from Sweden who
served as a bishop and stake president in
Sweden before serving in the Seventy
from 2000-2005 in the Europe Central
area.
Members began asking Mattsson about
criticisms that they had read on the
Internet, including the many wives of
Mormon founder Joseph Smith, the
authenticity of the Book of Abraham,
and the exclusion of black people from
the priesthood until 1978. Mattsson was
dissatisfied with the answers that he in
turn received from the church's highest
authorities in 2010, and in 2013 he
stated that "I don’t want to hurt the
church … I just want the truth.”
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Bishop Steve Bloor









It is with great pain and torment of mind
and body that I am forced to write to you.
I deeply and truly would rather not have
to write this letter. But, honesty drives my
motives.
I have come to believe over the last month
that there are so many inconsistencies
and problems with the historicity of the
Book of Mormon, as well as the divinity
of Joseph Smith’s calling as prophet, that I
can no longer, in good faith, fulfill my
calling as Bishop of Helston Ward.
When faith in the unseen is replaced with
indisputable evidence to the contrary,
faith becomes redundant and, in fact,
becomes a pleasant, if fanciful, myth.
I have not come to this decision lightly.
For me it is more important to believe in
an uncomfortable truth than a
comforting fantasy.
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February 2014 British Court Summons




Issued by Tom Phillips, former stake president
in England and Area Controller for the British
Isles and Africa as well as the Financial
Director for the Church’s U.K. corporate
entities.
Phillips has had his “calling and election made
sure.”

e Second Anointing is an
“‘unconditional guarantee’ ... that a
person’s actions have been fully
approved, that ‘there are no more
conditions to be met by the obedient
person.’… he is ‘sealed up against all
manner of sin’.”



Each of the items included in the court
summons are questions that could possibly be
verified in a court of law to be either true or
false. ese include the Church’s claims that:
 e Book of Abraham is a literal translation










of Egyptian papyri by Joseph Smith.
e Book of Mormon was translated from
ancient gold plates by Joseph Smith, is the
most correct book on earth, and is an
ancient historical record.
Native Americans are descended from an
Israelite family which le Jerusalem in 600
B.C.
Joseph and Hyrum Smith were killed as
martyrs in 1844 because they would not
deny their testimony of the Book of
Mormon.
e Illinois newspaper called the Nauvoo
Expositor had to be destroyed because it
printed lies about Joseph Smith.
ere was no death on this planet prior to
6,000 years ago.
All humans alive today are descended from
just two people who lived approximately
6,000 years ago.
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Comments from Readers
Regarding Court Summons
“e underlying premise for Tom Phillips'
complaint is basically this: Young salespeople
are being carefully groomed and trained to go
out and spread demonstrable untruths among
the British public in order to persuade them to
pay over significant sums of money to a
corporation. e transactions depend upon
acceptance by individuals of certain "truth
claims" which must be received on the basis of
partial information presented. If members of
the public were to be told the whole truth and
still decided they would join up and pay up,
that of course would be entirely legitimate.
However, when the whole truth is deliberately
concealed in order to project a false impression,
and money exchanges hands, that is fraud...
according to the 2006 Fraud Act, which is the
relevant piece of legislation in this case.”

“e real fraud that should be actionable is when
the church clearly knew things from their own
historical records and knowingly made
misrepresentations in order to continue to collect
tithing from faithful members based upon the fraud.
In other words, they knew that they were painting a
picture to LDS people that was not true about how
the Book of Mormon was supposedly translated.
ey also hid for decades the fact that Joseph Smith
participated in polygamy with 14-17-year-old girls
and also women married to other men. ey hid
these facts in an attempt to defraud the faithful
saints. ey also knew eventually that the Book of
Abraham was not translated from the papyri yet
they continued to misrepresent the facts. I was
personally defrauded out of more than 1 million
dollars in tithing.”
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Gentle
Awakening
THEOLOGICAL CONCERNS

What Happened to Christ?

182

Testimony Glove (2008 Liahona)
 We are teaching our primary
children:
 LDS testimony is only 1/5 based
on Christ (20%)
 Joseph Smith, First Vision,
Temples, and Prophets are 4/5
(80% majority)

 If this really were Christ’s true
church, we would be teaching:
 “For no one can lay any
foundation other than the one
already laid, which is Jesus
Christ.” (1 Cor 3:11)
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“ere Is No Other Name”

“For there is none other name under heaven
given among men, whereby we must be saved,
[which is Jesus Christ of Nazareth].”

“No man or woman in this dispensation will
ever enter into the celestial kingdom of God
without the consent of Joseph Smith.”

Acts 4:12 [10]

Brigham Young, Journal of Discourses 7:289.
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Which Church Is is?
THE CHURCH OF

THE CHURCH OF

JESUS CHRIST

JOSEPH SMITH

OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS

OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS

“No man can serve two masters:
for either he will hate the one, and love the other; or
else he will hold to the one, and despise the other.
Ye cannot serve God and mammon.”
—Jesus Christ (Matthew 6:24)
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“Ye Cannot Serve God and Mormon”
JESUS CHRIST










No emphasis on churches
No emphasis on outward rituals
No mention of true prophets
Much mention of false prophets
and deceivers
Condemned self-righteousness
and superiority
Sought out the rejects and
outcasts
Much emphasis on love
Much emphasis on heart

LDS CHURCH

 Huge emphasis on e Church
 Outward rituals considered







essential for salvation
Constant emphasis on prophets
No mention of false prophets
“One true church” and all others
are “whore of the earth”
Cast the rejects out from temples
Obedience over-emphasized
Authority over-emphasized
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e Disappearance of
e Christ-Centered Experience
 What has happened to Christ?
 Have we le Him out of our
main tenants and only use Him
to claim divine authority?
 We have changed His teachings
 We have ignored His heartcentered teachings and instead
we have introduced many
outward and false doctrines
 We cannot fully love as He
wanted us to
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Christ’s Heart-Centered Gospel
 e Pharisees accuse Christ of breaking the
commandments when He eats bread with
unwashed hands. Christ responds:

 Howbeit in vain do they worship me, teaching
for doctrines the commandments of men …
 ere is nothing from without a man, that
entering into him can defile him: but the things
which come out of him, those are they that defile
the man …
 For out of the abundance of the heart the mouth
speaketh.
 Mark 7:7,15; Matthew 12:34
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Christ’s Position on Superiority
JESUS CHRIST
“Two men went up into the temple to pray;
the one a Pharisee, and the other a publican.
e Pharisee stood and prayed thus with
himself, God, I thank thee, that I am not as
other men are, extortioners, unjust,
adulterers, or even as this publican. I fast
twice in the week, I give tithes of all that I
possess. And the publican, standing afar oﬀ,
would not li up so much as his eyes unto
heaven, but smote upon his breast, saying,
God be merciful to me a sinner. I tell you,
this man went down to his house justified
rather than the other: for every one that
exalteth himself shall be abased; and he that
humbleth himself shall be exalted.” (Luke
18:10-14)

LDS CHURCH

“Behold there are save two churches
only; the one is the church of the
Lamb of God, and the other is the
church of the devil; wherefore, whoso
belongeth not to the church of the
Lamb of God belongeth to that great
church, which is the mother of
abominations; and she is the whore of
all the earth.”
(1 Nephi 14:10)
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Christ’s Dislike of Institutions
 “And when he was demanded of

 “And many false prophets shall

the Pharisees, when the
kingdom of God should come,
he answered them and said, e
kingdom of God cometh not
with observation: Neither shall
they say, Lo here! or, lo there!
for, behold, the kingdom of God
is within you.” (Luke 17:20-21)
 “But in vain they do worship
me, teaching for doctrines the
commandments of
men.” (Matthew 15:9)

rise, and shall deceive
many.” (Matthew 24:11)
 “Many will say to me in that day,
Lord, Lord, have we not
prophesied in thy name? and in
thy name have cast out devils?
and in thy name done many
wonderful works? And then will
I profess unto them, I never
knew you: depart from me, ye
that work iniquity.” (Matthew
7:22-23)
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Christ’s Warning of False Prophets
 “And many false prophets shall
rise, and shall deceive many …
insomuch that, if it were
possible, they shall deceive the
very elect.” (Matthew 24:11)
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Christ’s Position on Temple Work








“And as some spake of the temple, how it was
adorned with goodly stones and gis, he said, As
for these things which ye behold, the days will
come, in the which there shall not be le one stone
upon another, that shall not be thrown
down.” (Luke 21:5-6)
“Again, ye have heard that it hath been said by
them of old time, ou shalt not forswear thyself,
but shalt perform unto the Lord thine oaths: But I
say unto you, Swear not at all; neither by heaven;
for it is God’s throne: Nor by the earth.” (Matthew
5:33-35)
“He is not the God of the dead, but the God of the
living: ye therefore do greatly err.” (Mark 12:27)
“Let the dead bury their dead, but go thou and
preach the kingdom of God.” (Luke 9:60)
“God that made the world and all things therein,
seeing that he is Lord of heaven and earth, dwelleth
not in temples made with hands; Neither is
worshipped with men’s hands.” (Acts 17:24-25)
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Sealing Powers as Necessary
 Pain caused to unsealed families
 “I won’t be with my family in

 Pain caused to sealed families
with one or more people “gone
astray”
 “We will have an empty chair at

the next life.”

 Pain caused to sealed but
divorced families
 “We were supposed to be an
eternal family”

 Pain caused to sealed but
unhappy families
 “I would rather not be with my

our table in heaven”
 “I will pressure him/her into
become worthy of being with us
in heaven” (lack of love, acting
instead out of fear)

 Pain caused to same-sex couples

family eternally”
“Love … is more powerful than death, stronger than the
grave. Love cannot be drowned by oceans or floods; it
cannot be bought, no matter what is oﬀered.”
(Song of Solomon 8:6-7)

 “If I have a partner, I will never
be with my family again in the
next life”
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Christ’s Focus
Jesus never said anything about:
 Aaronic or Melchizedek
Priesthoods
 New & Everlasting Covenant
 Tithing
 Family History
 Temple Ceremonies
In order to gain eternal life. His
focus was on:
 Purity of heart
 Mercy
 Love

 Christ was most critical of those
who were strict and obsessive about
commandments and beliefs, who
were not open to change or
admitting they were wrong
 Christ loved the humble, those who
were diﬀerent, those who were cast
out, those who were rejected by
society
 Christ loved diﬃcult conversations
and was willing to point out what
was wrong with the religious
practices of the day
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Fowler’s Stages of Faith

Orthodox
Mormonism

Awakening

Christlike Love

Stage

Characterized by:

Stage 0 – "Primal or Undiﬀerentiated"
faith (birth to 2 years)

early learning of the safety of their environment (i.e. warm, safe and secure vs.
hurt, neglect and abuse), a sense of trust/distrust and safety about the universe
and the divine.

Stage 1 – "Intuitive-Projective" faith
(ages of three to seven)

the psyche's unprotected exposure to the Unconscious, and marked by a
relative fluidity of thought patterns. Religion is learned mainly through
experiences, stories, images, and the people that one comes in contact with.

Stage 2 – "Mythic-Literal" faith
(mostly in school children)

strong belief in the justice and reciprocity of the universe, and their deities are
almost always anthropomorphic. During this time metaphors and symbolic
language are oen misunderstood and are taken literally.

Stage 3 – "Synthetic-Conventional"
faith (arising in adolescence; aged 12
to adulthood)

conformity to religious authority and the development of a personal identity.
Any conflicts with one’s beliefs are ignored at this stage due to the fear of threat
from inconsistencies.

Stage 4 – "Individuative-Reflective"
faith (usually mid-twenties to late
thirties)

a stage of angst and struggle. e individual takes personal responsibility for
his or her beliefs and feelings. As one is able to reflect on one's own beliefs,
there is an openness to a new complexity of faith, but this also increases the
awareness of conflicts in one's belief.

Stage 5 – "Conjunctive" faith (mid-life
crisis)

acknowledges paradox and transcendence relating reality behind the symbols
of inherited systems. e individual resolves conflicts from previous stages by
a complex understanding of a multidimensional, interdependent "truth" that
cannot be explained by any particular statement.

Stage 6 – "Universalizing" faith, or
what some might call "enlightenment"

the individual would treat any person with compassion, as he or she views
people as from a universal community, and should be treated with universal
principles of love and truth.
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Comparison of Stages 3 & 6
STAGE 3 – CONFORMITY

STAGE 6 – UNIVERSAL LOVE



Loyalty to the organization.



Loyalty to the “King of Love.”



“I know e Church is true.”



“My life is guided by love and truth.”



“Obedience is the first law of heaven.”



“Love is the first law of heaven.”



“Follow the prophet; he knows the way.”



“Follow the Truth and the Love.”



“I am active in e Church.”



“My mind and heart are still and open.”



“God’s love is conditional on my
worthiness.”



“God’s love is universal, and mine
should be also.”

“It ain’t what you don’t know that
gets you into trouble; it’s what you
know for sure that just ain’t so.”
Mark Twain
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Temple Recommend Questions:
Mormon Criteria for Eternal Life

Shunning

1. Do you believe in God, the Eternal Father, in his Son,
Jesus Christ, and in the Holy Ghost; and do you have a firm Money
testimony of the restored gospel?
Coﬀee
2. Do you sustain the President of e Church of Jesus
or Tea
Christ of Latter-day Saints as the prophet, seer, and
revelator; and do you recognize him as the only person on
the earth authorized to exercise all priesthood keys?
3. Do you sustain the other General Authorities and the
local authorities of the Church?
4. Do you live the law of chastity?
5. Is there anything in your conduct relating to members of
your family that is not in harmony with the teachings of the Do Not
Speak Ill
Church?
of
Church
6. Do you aﬃliate with any group or individual whose
Leaders
teachings or practices are contrary to or oppose those
accepted by e Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints,
or do you sympathize with the precepts of any such group
or individual?
7. Do you earnestly strive to do your duty in the Church; to
attend your sacrament, priesthood, and other meetings; and
to obey the rules, laws, and commandments of the gospel?

8. Are you honest in your dealings with your fellowmen?
9. Are you a full-tithe payer?
10. Do you keep the Word of Wisdom?
11. Have you ever been divorced or are you now separated
from your spouse under order of a civil court? If yes, (a) Are you current in your support payments and other
financial obligations for family members, as specified by
court order or in other written, binding commitments? (b)
Were there any circumstances of transgression in
connection with your divorce or separation that have not
been previously resolved with your bishop?
12. If you have received your temple endowment -- (a) Do
you keep all the covenants that you made in the temple? (b)
Do you wear the authorized garments both day and night?
13. Has there been any sin or misdeed in your life that
should have been resolved with priesthood authorities but
has not?
14. Do you consider yourself worthy in every way to enter
the temple and participate in temple ordinances?

Emphasis on
Authority &
Obedience
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Cult Practice of Shunning
 “Do you aﬃliate with any group
or individual whose teachings or
practices are contrary to or
oppose those accepted by e
Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints, or do you sympathize
with the precepts of any such
group or individual?”

 Temple Recommend Interview
Question #6
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Christ’s Criteria for Eternal Life
 “Blessed are the pure in heart, for they

 “And when he was gone forth into the

shall see God.”
 Matthew 5:8
 “And, behold, a certain lawyer stood
up, and tempted him, saying, Master,
what shall I do to inherit eternal life?
… And he answering said, ou shalt
love the Lord thy God with all thy
heart, and with all thy soul, and with
all thy strength, and with all thy mind;
and thy neighbour as thyself.”
 Luke 10:25,27

way, there came one running, and
kneeled to him, and asked him, Good
Master, what shall I do that I may
inherit eternal life? en Jesus
beholding him loved him, and said
unto him, … go thy way, sell
whatsoever thou hast, and give to the
poor, and thou shalt have treasure in
heaven.”
 Mark 10:17,21
 “I was an hungred, and ye gave me
meat: I was thirsty, and ye gave me
drink: I was a stranger, and ye took
me in: … Naked, and ye clothed me: I
was sick, and ye visited me: I was in
prison, and ye came unto me. …
ese shall go … into life eternal.”
 Matthew 25:35-36,46

“One of the best things about
learning the truth was that I
finally became ‘good enough.’”
(Blogger)
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Christ’s View on the Sabbath Day
“e Sabbath was made for man, not man for
the Sabbath.”
Jesus Christ (Mark 2:27)


e sabbath is a sacred and Divine
institution; a privilege and benefit, not a
task and drudgery. God never designed
it to be a burden to us, therefore we
must not make it so to ourselves. e
sabbath was instituted for the good of
mankind, as living in society, having
many wants and troubles, preparing for
a state of happiness or misery. Man was
not made for the sabbath, as if his
keeping it could be of service to God,
nor was he commanded to keep it
outward observances to his real hurt.
Every observance respecting it, is to be
interpreted by the rule of mercy.



e sabbath was instituted for the
benefit of man, that he might refresh
and renew his body, fatigued and worn
by six days' labour, with the restful calm
of the seventh; e force of the
argument is this: e sabbath was made
on account of man, not man on account
of the sabbath. e sabbath, great and
important as that institution is, is
subordinate to man. If, then, the sabbath
becomes hurtful to man, a new
departure must be taken, and some
amount of labour must be undergone,
that man may be benefited. erefore
was Christ justified in permitting to his
disciples a little labour in plucking these
ears of corn on the sabbath day, in order
that they may appease their hunger. For
it is better that the rest of the sabbath
should be disturbed than that any one of
those for whose sake the sabbath was
instituted should perish.
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Priesthood Power





Priesthood = Power of God as it works
through man
By this definition, the priesthood is for
everyone
Example of deaconess and prophetess
No “laying on of hands”:

“And when he had said this, he breathed on them,
and saith unto them, Receive ye the Holy Ghost.”
(John 20:22)

Example from Norman Vincent Peale, “e
Power of Positive inking” (not a church
member or priesthood holder)
“I sought for guidance and found myself, quite
to my surprise, standing beside him and
placing my hand upon his head. I prayed,
asking God to heal the man. I suddenly
became aware of what seemed to be the
passing of power through my hand which
rested upon his head. I hasten to add that
there is no healing power in my hand, but now
and then a human being is used as a channel,
and it was evidently so in this instance, for
presently the man looked up with an
expression of the utmost happiness and peace
and he said simply, ‘He was here. He touched
me. I feel entirely diﬀerent.’ … Apparently the
clogged channel in his personality through
which the passage of power had been impeded
was opened by an act of faith and the free flow
of energy was renewed.”
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Hindering the Saints
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“But woe to you, scribes and
Pharisees, hypocrites! For ye shut up
the kingdom of heaven against men;
for ye neither go in yourselves, neither
suﬀer ye them that are entering.”
Jesus Christ
(Matthew 23:13)
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“Ye Cannot Serve God and Mormon”
e Way of Christ
 Love
 Altruism
 Mercy
 Generosity
 Freedom

Loyalty to love and the truth
is more important than
loyalty to a tradition.

e Way of Mormonism
 Fear of God
 Conformity
 Criticism
 Condemnation
 Control

“Full well ye reject the
commandment of God, that ye
may keep your own tradition …
Making the word of God of
none eﬀect through your
tradition.”
Jesus Christ (Mark 7:9,13)
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e Inclusive Christ
















Samaritan
Leper
Blind
Sick
Downcast
Poor
Publican
Sinner
Halt
Eunoch
Tax Collector
.
.
.
Everyone!
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ere Are Many Wonderful People
Outside of Mormonism
Non-Member Family

Mother Teresa
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Boyd K.
Packer

“We’ve always counseled in the Church for
our Mexican members to marry Mexicans,
our Japanese members to marry Japanese,
our Caucasians to marry Caucasians,
our Polynesian members to marry Polynesians.
e counsel has been wise.”
(“Follow the Rule,” BYU Devotional)
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Important Mormon Definitions
 faith = “if ye have faith ye hope for things which are not seen,
which are true.” (Alma 32:21)
 apostasy = “a falling away from the truth”
 anti-Mormon = “one who opposes the truth”
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Disparity Between Mormonism and
the Gospel of Jesus Christ
CHURCH’S CLAIM

Gospel
of
Mormonism
Jesus
Christ

ACTUALITY

Gospel
of
Jesus
Christ

Mormonism
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Gentle
Awakening
ROADMAP

Elder Marlin K. Jensen
"Maybe since Kirtland, we've never had a period
of - I'll call it apostasy, like we're having now"

“Why Mormons Question” study:
“Top 5 Myths and Truths about Why Committed Mormons Leave the Church”
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Report from February 2013:
Top 5 Myths Why People Leave the Church

Top 5 Myths
1.
2.
3.
4.

Was offended by someone
Desired to sin
Never had a testimony to begin with
Lazy…or stopped praying and reading
the scriptures
5. Studied anti-Mormon literature

“Why Mormons Question” study:
“Top 5 Myths and Truths about Why Committed Mormons Leave the Church”
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President Uchtdorf—Oct 2013
Direct Response to Feb 2013 Report
 “ere are some who leave the
Church they once loved. One might
ask, ‘If the gospel is so wonderful, why
would anyone leave?’ Sometimes we
assume it is because they have been
oﬀended or lazy or sinful. Actually, it
is not that simple. … Some of our
dear members struggle for years with
the question whether they should
separate themselves from the Church.”
 Dieter F. Uchtdorf, “Come Join With
Us,” Ensign, November 2013.
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OVERALL ISSUES
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Global*Membership*and*Ac@vity*Rate*by*Year*
Historic*and*Projected*(millions)*

PRELIMINARY*AND*INDICATIVE*ANALYSIS*ONLY**

Sources(of(Internal(Analysis:(LDS(Church(Almanac,(Pew(Founda=on,(Cumorah(
Founda=on(
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MULTIPLE ISSUES
“It’s not any one of these historical issues,
but the accumulation of them combined
with the Church’s lack of addressing
these concerns on their own.”
Respondent #105, Male in his 30’s
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Stages of Disaﬀection

(1)
Active member
finds out that the
information was
accurate.

Stages of Disaﬀection

(2)

Stages of Disaﬀection

(3)

Stages of Disaﬀection

(4)

Stages of Disaﬀection

(5)

Stages of Disaﬀection

(6)

Comments from Disaﬀected Members
TRANSPARENCY AND BETRAYAL
“I defended the church to associates who
brought up some historical issues. When I did
my own research, I found they were true. My
issue wasn’t that they were true but that my
whole life I was never told about them…I felt
betrayed by the church.”
Respondent #732, Female in her 40s
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Comments from Disaﬀected Members
TRANSPARENCY AND BETRAYAL
“The Church needs to be honest with its history and
contradictions…instead they make us who have
discovered the complicating facts look like the evil
ones. I am shunned by my family. They think I am a
liar and a deceiver when it is the Church and general
authorities who have deceived us.”
Respondent #701, Male in his 60’s
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Comments from Disaﬀected Members
COSTS OF DOUBT AND DISCLOSURE
“Stop hurting marriages by driving a wedge between
spouses on this issue. I have gone through hell and
back and nearly divorced. We desperately need a
General Conference address telling spouses to not
divorce an otherwise good spouse over non-belief. I
have several friends who have been divorced over
primarily this issue, and my own marriage is still on
the rocks due to it, even though I am fully active.”
Respondent 438, Male
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Comments from Disaﬀected Members
COSTS OF DOUBT AND DISCLOSURE
“Tell your bishops and leaders to tell their members
to NOT divorce their spouse when they leave the
LDS church. My husband was advised by his bishop
to divorce me. We had 10 children. It was awful. The
church that says families are the most important -you should be ashamed of yourselves.”
Respondent 691, Female
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Brigham Young on “Apostates”
“If there is a despicable character on the face of the earth, it is
an apostate from this Church. He is a traitor who has
deceived his best friends, betrayed his trust, and forfeited
every principle of honor that God placed within him. ey
are disgraced in their own eyes. ere is not much honesty
[within] them. ey have forfeited their heaven, sold their
birthright, and betrayed their friends.”
Journal of Discourses 12:94

Questioning Members
 “I’ve grown up Mormon my whole life
and now that I’m nearly an ‘adult’ I’ve
started doing a lot of investigating
about the history of my faith and more
importantly, Joseph Smith. Aer a lot
of prayers and and contemplation, I’m
facing a very awkward truth in which
I’ve come to the conclusion that Joseph
Smith was a false prophet. How can I
continue to live in this faith if it’s based
on a liar?”
 askmormongirl.com
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“I don’t know anything.
I never did know anything,
but now I know I don’t know anything!”
Ebenezer Scrooge, in A Christmas Carol, by Charles Dickens

“If someone is able to show me
that what I think or do is not right,
I will happily change, for I seek the truth,
by which no one was ever truly harmed.
It is the person who continues in his
self-deception and ignorance who is harmed.”
Marcus Aurelius

“For having lived long,
I have experienced many instances of being obliged,
by better information or fuller consideration,
to change opinions, even on important subjects,
which I once thought right
but found to be otherwise.”
Benjamin Franklin, Constitutional Convention of 1787
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Helpful Video at Explain “How Could I Have
Been Deceived All ese Years?”
Click the following links to watch the videos:

 Sacred Bias
 Gaining Perspective
 How to Avoid Deception

“I believe that it is better
to tell the truth than a lie.
I believe it is better to be
free than to be a slave.
And I believe it is better
to know than to be
ignorant.”
H. L. Mencken
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Spiritual Experiences
 Elder and Sister Mattson (Area Authority Seventy) were told
by jogger: “God loves you.”
 It is important for all people to have spiritual experiences, but
these experiences are not exclusive to Latter-day Saints, and
in fact happen throughout the world for people of every land
and belief
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Religious Feeling and Truth
 Religious feeling is a poor measure of
truth
 Feeling the Spirit is perhaps a measure
of spirituality or sensitivity, but not of
truthfulness
 If religious feeling (knowing in your
heart or by the Spirit) was an accurate
measure of truth, then almost every
church on the earth would have to be
the one true church
 Examples:
 Methodist has prayers answered
 Baptist woman knows she is born




again
Catholics know they have been helped
by Mother Mary
FLDS know Warren Jeﬀs is a prophet
Terrorists on September 11

“Beloved, believe not every spirit, but
try the spirits whether they are of God:
because many false prophets are gone
out into the world.”
1 John 4:1

Link: “If the Church Really Isn’t True,
en Why Have I Felt the Spirit?”
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Trade Up
 Replace error with truth
 Replace “service” to the dead with real









service to the living
Spend your tithes on something
meaningful and charitable (the church
was only donating 0.7%)
Make the world a better place
Show love, kindness, and compassion
to all
Exclude no one
Christ said: “Ye must be more
righteous than they” (paraphrasing
Matthew 5:20)
In other words, demonstrate the good
that comes from having built your life
on truth rather than error
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“Do what is right,
Let the consequence follow.”
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“And ye shall know the truth,
and the truth
shall make you free.”
Jesus Christ
(John 8:32)
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Further Online Resources
 http://truthisrestoredagain.wordpress.com
 http://cesletter.com
 http://mormonthink.com
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